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Marchers en"Gulf" Boise

Faculty debate new research policy
Dissidents say promotion criteria will harm undergrad.education
ditions of guaranteed anonymity, senior year."
fearing retribution from theBSU
Another professor charged that
admimstration.
getting published in a research
Several BSU faculty members are, The University News was leaked . journal is a matter of "learning how
"outraged" by a new tenure and . a copy of the new pay and promo- . to get along with the good-old-boy
p{omotionpolicy that emphasizes" tion plan which weighs the amount network."
research at the expense of teaching .: of research published more heavily
"Instead of an institution that emand students, a dramatic departure', than teaching performance or stu- phasizesfirst-rate teaching, we will
from the institution's traditional dent evaluauons,
be one thatemphasizes second-and
mandate they'say.
.'
The research must be published in third-rateresearch,wbich is mostly .
The six professors talked to the refereed journals and research for trivial at best"
.
University News only under con- improved teaching or "applied reFaculty members say thepressure
search" does not count .
to do research causes faculty in des- .
The pay formula has reportedly peiation to rely on graduate assisbeen used tb deny tenure to a popu- .' tantsand teachingassistantsforrnost .
lar professor who "only" priblishcil' of their classroom wort·
.
CCUD t.BStU.
three articles since her last evaluaBSUPresidentJohnKeiserdenied
tion, in spite of the fact that her the charges in both his State.ofthe
student evaluations have improved . University address, and during an
Circk f1(IntematWna! wif{ mut
dramatically since then.
intervIewwiththeUniversityNews.
"Students should. be outraged by' •"Research. is compllmentary to
tJ.UlS"Jan. 22 in tIlt{jrun 5(pom of
this tum of ev~JitS;'.':saidone dis- goodteaching,"saidKeiser. ''There
'tIlt9.P£C at6 p.rn. COInt 6e a part
.gruntled faculty member. ''This ~ a cori:l~tion for universities to
anization
.of tilt ktufmo serrJlu ora
" policy will come at the expense of produce research to retain their
on campus.
the quaIityof their education, if the levels ()ffunding."
-.
, recont()flarge r~h
institutions
"Ithinkit is silly to say that weare
. is any mdication.AtStanford, manY' putting inordinate pressure to do
StlUknt ~Ot is mutinB
undergraduate students do notcome publishable research. Every pIaceI
'HId. 4:3q p.rn. at tilt 'Univerrlty
into contact with a faculty member . have visited there is always a disInn.
,with a Ph.D. Until their junior~r·
,. FllCUltyConf'd on page 20
By Larry Purviance
The University News
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War abroad

--'--:"::::::=::':---1

Peace at home

Idaho's
Senators
Richard Stallings' and Larry
LaRocco both voted to oppose
the use of force and let economic
sanctions work longer. Both are
Democrats.

Both.Steve Symms and Larry
Craig voted to give President
Bush the powerto use force to
enforce the United Nations
resolutions, Both are Republi-

cans.

Richard Stallings: "I'm just
amazed at how completely unprepared the Iraqis seem to have
been."

Steve Symms: "We will save
lives if this is just unrelenting
until it ends .. So far it's been
successful My prayers are with
ourmilitary personnel and their
families who have joined in
this battle." .

Larry LaRocco: "Becauseoui'
presldentascommender-in-chief
has made' the decision to use
military force against Iraq, we
must unite behind our servicemen and women and do everything in our power to ensure their
safety."

Larry .'Craig:' Hopes for a'
"swift and decisive resolution
of. the conflict" ....
To .contactSymms
write .to
Washingto. .n,.D.C •.
20510 or call (202)224:.(;142 or
334-1776. .•. . ......
To contact Cmig Write to U.S.
Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510 .
or call (202)224-2752 or 342-.
7985.,
-. '. '...•........

us, Senate,

To contact Stallings write U.S.
House of . Representatives,
Washington, D.C. 20510 or call
(202)225-5531 or 334-1953.
TocontactLaRoccowrite
U.S.
Hou.seoot
epresentatives,
Washington, D.C. 20510 or call
; (202)22S~Uor3434211.
.
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War,

from page 2
'..
. . ..'
..
One missile launched at U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia wasintereeeted
Israeli offici;als vowed to ~~d
to ~ attack but gave no details.

by a.Patriot missile. .

Peace,

from page 2:
.'
Sociology professOr Richard Baker said he has been a peace activist for some time.
. "It's really important for us 10 find a peaceful altemative to ~ Bush ~dminis~ti?n's

BJ:O~~:~
~~y~::~:~~~.
ji¥M¥t¥¥WW···'%~.~·:\f'~WWeWit.f';-:W*@tWWHTh¥nW%61@¥PW%l:WMmlliHllttl@\ttKNHf'Wi
attackagamstmnocentwomenandchildren
M
.>:
.,.'
~W'
and to that th~ ~ 10be aresponse," said it@~.
. ,iii
Col. Raanan Gissin of the Israeli army.
1@ 'i
. 'n'
In hopes of avoiding inflaming Arab-Is- tt
::it
meli tensions and to keep the Arab nations Hi
tJ
~liedwiththeUnitedStates,Americanoffi.
Wi
Ji
clals.urgedIsmeltoallowtheU.N.forcesto
iM <r, .
Jt
retahate..
. . \
iN,;''''
rt
Operation Desert Storm continued with it.
H'"'l''' iii
repeated bombardment of Iraqi facilities. Nt
' 1Mi:
Mobile Scud launchers, responsible for the tiji
it
attack on Ismel, were especially targeted, itt
))'
according to allied military reports. .
gr
tt
The allied military reported one American, @t.
:Iii
oneKuwaitiandtwoBritishplaneshadbeen
. itt·iII',
if
shot down. Iraqi radio claimed 44 allied 1i:fi
.~~'
.'
ti
planes had been shot down.
.
:::}j,:' y t;.
\'.
tr

:::~~:e~a::rd~s
mto military action, '"
Thursday anu-warprotesters left the capitol steps 3!ld marched 10the'offiees of Sens.
Larry Craig and Steve Symms.
JeffMatmenofCmig'sofficesaidheheard
the protesters coming and locked the door to
Cmig'soffice.
The crowd then went into
Symmsoffice. .
..
The group, which ongmally numbered 65,
occupied the front room of Symms' office
and spilled out into the hall.
Scott Nicholson of the Boise Coalition for
Centml America said 20 of the-25 people in'
the office had volunteered to refuse to leave
the office and be arrested if they did not get
a responsefroin Symms that afternoon.
"He's not ~o~g to .come out of session to
talk to you,' said Phil Reberger of Symms'

~~J~;~

~~~~

cannot go forever. We'll have to pick the time and the way that we do it, but this tyrant of
Baghdad should know that this cannot go on forever," said Ismeli Justice Minister Dan
Meridor.

When the activists walked outside the building the marshals locked the door behind them
and no arrests were made.
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Letters to The University

HSBSU
Spotlight
by': Eric Love
ASBSU President
Special to The University News
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Welcome
back to school
students, and I
hope you are
having a great
Martin Luther
King Jr./Idaho
Human Rights
week. I would
'like to express my appreciation to'
Rob Meyer in Student Activities,
President Keiser and Dr. Selland,
and ther MLK, Jr. Committee for
making this week possible. We
have the best Human Rights Celebration in the state here at BSU so
please participate.
Think Peace!!
The legislative session has started,
and ASBSU will be lobbying for
BSU individually and for higher
education in general as members of
Idaho Student Lobby. Foralegislative update, contact the ASBSU
Lobbyist, Jackie Thomason at 3851440.
Think Peace!!
The Student Union renovation is
coming along slowly but surely. If
you would like information about
the changes, call the Union
Director's office, at 385-1551.
Think Peace!!
Alright, obviously I would like to
make astatementaboutther Persian
Gulf situation. Waris adestructive
evil and somewhat primitive con~
cept, We are rational intelligent
beings and more effort should be
\:,:;;'I"jJli;'lir1,"i11:i:i:i;i!:;"I;'1'~)~',:1 ' 'placed
ondecide
peaceful
negotiations
%
before we
to sacrifice
young
American lives. The U.S. Govern, ment sh~uld tell us exactly ~hat we
7''S';''''''"''',:8"""}c:,,,.,,.''''.1 are fighting for, because it is not for
democraeyinKuwait,orforhuman
rights either. I would really like to
unders,tand the reasoning behind
~i~iltBUSh'saction,butcitizens
are' usually ,uninformed or underInformed.
:.
,
'
Think Peace!!

News are accepted andencouraged. We reserve the
right to edit for grammar
and libelous content. Letters must be typed, doublespaced and include your
signature and telephone
number for verification.
Maximum length for letters is 250 words. An letters submitted become the I
property ofThe University

News.
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Q. Wl:1atimportance does the observation of Martin Luther King
Jr.'s birthday have for you personally?

To me it is a painful reminder of man 's ignorance
and prejudices. It is also a reminder of a noble
man's attempt to create equality for all men and
women.
-- Tom Murphy

What's important to me is the fact
that Idaho now recognizes the significance of this day. I think that
once all the states within our country honor MLK Jr.'s birthday an
important step toward equality will
have been taken. - - Sara Boone

I feel that the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday is
a very positive step in the direction of human
equality. With this day ordained in honor of Dr.
King, we will all be reminded of the many initial
prejudices people still carry with them. On this
day, and throughout the year we need to strive to
abolish such prejudices ... this holiday is an important step.
-- Lisa Knight

I feel now the state ofIdahoofficially recognizes
the many vital accomplishments of a generation
of people who rallied behind and were represented by one man ...Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
He fought for civil rights and human rights - two
terms with one meaning - the belief that every
person has the innate right to live in harmony with
God, each other and themselves.
--- Isadore L. Goumeau m

I think it's important becauseit reminds the
youth of America of the struggles and injustices
done to people because of the difference of color.
Martin Luther King Jr. was an important leader in
the struggle against racism; therefore his birthday
should be observed. -- LaTesha Henderson

•
•

It means a great deal to me to have a black leader
honored for exchanging his life for the freedom of his
people and others to have the rights they deserve.
--Ricky HiD

-;' ~~':,:-';).~-'-:,. '-, ,'<;'.

The 1991 Idaho Legislative Session : What to
By Gary Moncrief
Professor of Political Science
Special to The University News
This year's Iegislatore will not
witness the heightened attention and
conflict experienced by the 1990
session. The "A-word", abortion.
will not be heard in the legislative
halls this year (instead, that battle is
likely to be fought in Utah and one
or two other states this umearound).
It is rare for an issue to so divide a
legislature and galvanize public
opinion. Instead.we will return to
a "normalized" session. This is pot
to Say that there won't be conflicts
and interesting issues to watch.
There will.
.,
For starters, the 21-21 split between Republicans and Democrats
in the ldaho.Senate will make for
some interesting maneuvering. The
even division of the parties in a
legislative chamber is a very unusual situation. There' are three
~ngstowatchin
this regard. First,
how will the tie affect the Lieutenant Govetnor Butch Otter? The Lt.
Governor has the constitutional authdritY to cast tie-,breaking votes in .
the senate. If the Demoerilts and
Republic8nSvote along strict party
tiDes; theh Butch Otter will be in the
•positionofeastingthedecidingvote.
AS a Republic8n" Otter Will be expeCtedtocasthis.:-ootewithhisparty
on important issues;., .
;Secon<l.the 21-21 tiewithintlie
Senate.means that almost all the

standing committees will seat an
equal number of Republicans and
Democrats. Committees are very
important to the legislative process
in Idaho, because bills normally are
(1) introduced by committee, (2)
given closest scrutiny in committee
hearings, and (3) subject to being
held or reported out for floor action
by committee. Because of the even
number of Republicans and Democratson the committees, it ispossible
that committees could become

Otter. The creation of this committee, and its partisan makeup, will be
worth watching this session. Will
the committee operate asa bi-partisan leadership committee? Or will
it be used to further the Republican
legislative agenda, by sending bills
important to the Republicans to this
committee-theonly committee on
which they have a majority? The
committee can become a "railroad"
committee (pushing our Republican-favored
legislation)
or a

will the equal division of Republicans and Democrats on the regular
committees have any substantial
effect; we may, however, see more
legislation reported to the floor
"without recommendation," rather
that the typical "do pass" recommendation.ldonotthinkWays&
Means will be usedoften as a strIctly
partisan legislative funnel.
Beyond the 21-21 ~lit, there will
be several issues worth watching.
As always, the state budget-making
process will be critical. Mter a
couple of years of strong economic
growth in the state,· and revenue
increases in the state treasury, we
are now witnessing an economic
slowdown which will constrain the
state budget-making.
0
Attheforefrontofthe~sionthus
far are a series ofissues concerning
the"professionalization"ofthestate.
legislature. Three such issues are
the move toward terril limitations
for elected officials, campaign finance reform, and·sal8rles for leg"graveyard" committee (burying
islators. There are advantages and
legislationopposedbytheRepublidisadvantages to the professionalcans). Such committees haveoperizationof a state legislatUre (or ally'
ated in this manner in other legislapolitical institiltion, for that matter),
teres before.
and Idaho'is a state' currently wresHaWJgpointedoutttUeescenarios
tling with this problem.'
involving the 21 ~2rsplit, I feel
Theideaoflimiting the numoorof
compelled to goon record as saying terms that elected officials (most
I think none of these is likely to be particUlarly state legishitors) can
vefy importljnt:.I
not think'iliere
serve is a curious notion. There
will be verymariy strlcdypariiSan
a~tobe
fairly widespread
issues thatevenly'dividetheSeiJate,
supp<>rt for the idea, amorig both the
andsoIdonot.~:Butillouer's
generaliroblicand.theldaholegisrole
greatly~ifiCt:l.
Nor'lators;
.Similar terni limit;ation

I" I'
many pO itlca Issues
become law
because of h '
ecause
t elr
sym bo Iic im pO rtance,
not their substantive merit
...

deadlocked on numerous issues, and
relatively little legislation could
actually get passed.
Third, there is one committee for
which a different scenario applies.
This is the newly.;created Senate
Ways and Means conunittee. This
committee will havefour Ret>ublicanSamtonlythreeDemocrilts.This
situatiori\vas resisted by the Democrats during the organizational
session in December; but RepublicanS prevailed with the vote or
. (guess .who?) LiG()Vemor Butch'

do

"1"~

Expect

movements were successful last
year in Colo., Calif., and Okla.,
(each was different, ranging from a
limit of 6 years to 12, depending on
the state). What is curious about
this movement is that it doesn't
really solve the problem it seeks to
address. This movement is an attempt to restore some competitiveness (and, presumably, responsiveness) to the electoral and legislative
systems. In particular, it is a response to the extreme advantage

See Legislature
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The University
News
wants to hear from

youl"

..

Express your .
opinion'
-,

Write
a·

,letter.

to
the
Editor
You can mallthe.leuers di-:
rectly to The U(liversityNt)Vs
,at )910·Un~versi.ty
.Drive,
,BoISe, 10, 83725,or hand.~ .
liver it to om office at:1603 ,•.•..
l/l~nivetsityor>rive;

.,

'

':TheUm~~ityNews
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Payne

The University News

Ode to a new semester! A semester filled with the determination of familiar faces and the intimidating look of some not so
familiar faces! Ifyou're a student
in the business department it will
main.
be comforting to know that the
students at BSU have nominated
is
oneprofessorforhis helping hand
and willingness to take the time
to help new students. His effort
to be there for anyone at any time
not
will be well noted by continuing
(Ucomp{ish
students who know the frustration that comes with the educational process.
11
This week's Hot Prof, Dr. Richard Payne, describes himself
as a professor whose main goal is
to be therefor the students. Payne
says his most rewarding feedback comes from seeing when
the lights click on in the students
and has loved teaching ever since,
mind. and knowing he is exposMost students that are not busiing students to new ideas and ness majors probably won't endifferentwaysoflookingatthings
counter Payne as a professor. but he
in our world.
said, "Economics is a subject that is
Payne was asked about all the . applicable to everyone because it
pressures concerning publishing
informs people on everyday situaand research put on professors
tions that we each face such as inand how it affects his time with flation, finance. environmental
students. He said, "My main problems and even understanding
purpose is to teach and guide the information we get when we
students, and when I'm not able open a newspaper."

((My
purpose to
teach
guitfe

ana

students, ana

when I'm
abfe
to
that then TIm not
tfoing myjo6.

,",,',

r-

t». ~iCliartC

to accomplish that then I'm not d0ing my job." Payne admitted that
when he first started his own studies
in school he had no desire to teach
at all. but that after having been
influenced by some veri impressive teachers he changed his mind

_.
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Letters to the Editor

tTliis waf<.

by Rhonda Clements

.'.

Dear Editor,
acting on that education is the ultiI. feel everyone should do' their mate task in achieving' actual
partinproteetingMotherEarth.
One knowledge.'
Many times I have
of the ways I extend my caring is by heard the complaints by others of
buying products made of recycled
my age about how minority affairs
paper. I know there are many
inthepasthavebeenhandled.
What
products available today.
saddens and frustrates me most is
I was in the BStJ Bookstore and I that those who do the Complaining
searched for greeting cards made of are also capable of helping to make
recycled paper. I could find none. I the changes they. so desperately
asked a person who works there and seem to need; Perhaps that statethey said they really liked recycled
ment seems inappropriate due to
paper cards too. but the bookstore . the fact that I have never experidid not carry them.
enced a struggle because of the color
Perluipsgreetingcardsarenothigh
of my skin. Regardless of how I
ontheprioritylist,butsomeresearch
look. or who I am. I am willing to
showed that 24.000 trees are saved
take the risk of being shunned by
every year by using recycled paper
my peers to be involved in activities
for greeting cards. .
that I feel play an important part in
I strongly urge BSU to consider
enhancing my life and the lives of
greeting cards. along with other
others.
paper products, made of recycled .
It appears we feel comfortable
paper.' .
relying on others to make the
Together we can show how. we changes for us. Then, when the
for Mother Earth.
'outcome
is not as we would have
desired, the complaining begins
Sincerely,
anew. when are we, as human
Leslie A. Haivorson
beings, going to say "Enough! ",
and stand with faith in who we are
and fight our own battles?
Dr. King could never have acEditor,
complished
what he did without the
That negative press is prevalent in
our society is true, I have seen very complete support of diverse citizens throughout the country who
little of this in this paper this semester. Because of this record I was agreed that the humanity of others
surprised to read the first article on was essential, Those in support of
the front page of the Nov. 26 issue Dr. King stopped griping. rose u
and met the challenges present
abou t
The accomplishments acquired be-' ,
the
fore his death not only aided Afri- ;
Broncan-Americans, but people of all
cos·
color and all nations. We need to
loss to
set examples for the youth in our
Iowa. I
communities.
Yet. how can a child
was
be
proud
of
who
she/he is, when
even
those idolized cannot be proud
more
themselves? As an aspiring teacher,
sur
I can assure you that I will do my
prisedtofmdthataftertheBroncos'
best to promote action in my stusmashing victory against Middle
dents. ~ a fellow student, I enTenn. State the only story I could
find about the game in the Dec. 3 courage you to search within yourself and fmd the faith to be someone
issue was on page 15. Our football
who helps make the changes, and
team and coaches work hard tobring
not be content to watch as an avid
some recognition to this relatively
obscure school. I think they de- spectator.
The struggle continues for true
serve more congratulations and fair
coverage from this otherwise fine equality through the efforts of other
minority leaders. Not only was Dr.
paper.
Ken Cooney
King a great inspiration, but he was
an excellent eXample for those ofus
who believe we can make a difference. We sbould use him and vari. Dear Editor:
ousothermotivatorsofthecommuAs the Martin Luther King week
nity to inspire us to fight for what
of scheduled activities approaches,
I am once again reminded of how we believe in. .
, StePl)anie Hom
much I have yet to learn about miBlack
Student Union
nority affairs. And although the

.Payne feels economics should
not be considered an intimidating class but a class that is logical and that gives students a different way of thinking. If anyone has ever had Payne as a
professor,
they could
quickly contend to his very
unique way of motivating
his students by challenging any student to a game
of tennis for a grade. The
student cannot just play
the game but must win the
game.
Payne has a unique way
of bringing
what are
sometimes
considered
boring concepts into applicable everyday situations. Thatstylemilkesthe'
principles of economics
interesting and vital to financial understanding and
general knowledge. His .
personality. as well as experience as a professor emanates the'
strong desire to be the best he
can be. This quality is one we all
respect and gives us an outstanding example to follow.
Payne is a unique professor who
cares and takes time to listen
which is a rarity in our present
day educational system. So try .
your luck and take a class with
Payne; you won't go away dis. appointed and you will walk
away a lot more informed.
.

care

Beyond the walls of prejudice

Primarily, I'm not trying to conwill never come until people are
vince
anyone to think as I do, but I
judged
as
people
for
the
talents
and
By Bill Eddins
personalities they possess, not the am asking' everyone to read and
Pres. Black Student Union
physical characteristics with which contemplate the message I'm trySpecial to The University News
ing to share. I know that I myself
they are born.
am
not beyond the walls of preju~
With
every
negative,
there
comes
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day is not
just a holiday for black people in apositive. Ifthe world didn't have dice. lbelieveweall have individual
'hang-ups' but what it comes down
America. Dr. Martin Luther King bigots, we wouldn't have examples
to
is simply making a conscious
of
how
not
to
act
to
pass
on
to
our
. stood for ideals, and fought for
equality as did many other black' children and even ourselves. It is effort to reduce what you thinkabout
and white people. To simply single the result of their activities that someone based on the fact that they
out Dr. King as a black man for people can view the true meaning of are different from you. Being different is what makes the United
black people is totally missing the the word racism. Too many people
want to abolish these people and States so great That's what caused
point of all he tried to do. Minoriit to be founded, although many of
ties, women, people with handi- just wipe them out This is exactly
us have lost sight of thaL
whatthe
fanatical
racists
would
like
caps, poor people and even rich
I'd like to close this message with
white people benefit from the foun- to do to those they hate. It basically
this
thought "Love is the only force
comes down to the fact that it takes
dationshebuilt
Prejudicecanrear
strong
enough to tun) an enemy into
alltYpesofpeopletomaketheworld
its ugly head in areas of gender,
a
friend."
That thought was first
go
round
and
when
we
try
to
force
physical and/or mental IUmdicap,
.
worded by Dr. Martin LutherKirig,
education is iinportan~ I feel that
religion, and. economic status, as ourbeliefsonthoscwhodon'tagree
'
With US, weare justas prejudicial as Jr.
well as race or ethnic background.
Affirmative Action laws are often our opponents.
. thought of.!S. merely helping minoritiesgainemployment.
but what Legislature from page 5
lows congressmen and congressnot because of· incumbent advaB~ were Committee chairs, in addition
they really do is ensure that, ~hen a
women to send out favorable mail tage, butbecauseofnoncompetitiyeto
tile Senate majOrity leader) •
job is availabie, itis mBde avail8ble held by incumbents in electionsfree of charge , and (b) campaign
parties in variOus regions: of the .
~y
Years agO~political scito everyone Bod the process used in especiaily CODgressionalelec~
fmBnce P,8Ctices thBttlilow incum-. state.
.'
enlist Murray .EcJebiWanoted that
biriDg
~~tesor
.B~t,@S,'movementdoes~59lve.bentstoroll.UPSUbs~an.tounts..Evi~cethat\Vedonotneect
renn . many politicalissueil.become
law
-

.
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King's legacy unrealized
Historical comparison of then and now
By Jay Gallagher
©Copyright1991 ,USA TODAY/
Apple College Infonnation Network
"If Martin Luther King were alive
today,he'dbeorganizing,"readsa
flyer for an anti-war march scheduled in Albany nextweek.
He'd be organizing against the
war, against hate crimes and against
curs injobs, education, housing and
health care, the organizers say.
King, whose memory New Yorkers and most other Americans will
honor Monday, would have been
62 had he not been assassinated in
1968. He was only 32 when thenGov. Nelson Rockefeller brought
him here in his private plane in
1961,introducedhimatarally,and
had dinner with him at the Executive Mansion.
For King, just becoming known'
as a leader of the fight to break
segregation in the South, the attention of the goveror of the nation's
largest state who was also a potential1964presidentialcandidateand
scion of one 'of the nation's
wealthiest families, was a rare
honor.
At the same time Democratic
. President John Kennedy--wary of
aggravating white SouthemDemoJ~·1;.~-4
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parole or on probation than in colcrats--was keeping King at arms' the governor of Virginia, the big- lege and thatmothers of eight out of
gest
state
of
the
old
Confederacy.
length. Most blacks in the South
But he'd be near despair when he 10 babies born in central Harlem
then couldn't register to vote. The
last' year were
support of Rockefeller, the singer
unmarried.
Harry Belafonte and other New
He'd be deYorkers who provided money and
lighted
that
encouragement gave King's nonblacks who can
violent revolution critical support,
afford it can
Taylor Branch points outin his book
live in excluon King, Parting the Waters.
sive suburbs,
WhatwouldKingthinkifhecame
but despair that
back to Albany now? He'd probso many black
ably be perplexed by the Persian
urban neighGulf War. Given his opposition to
borhoods have
the Vietnam War, he'd probably be
become slums.
againstthisonetoo--especiallysince
It was only a
blacks make up about 29 percent of
generation ago
the Anny stationed in the Persian
w hen
King
Gulf, but only 'l2 percent of the
tried to explain.
general population.
to white cler. But he'd certainly be proud that
"All too many of those who live in affluent America gymen in Birthe nation's top soldier Gen. Colin
mingham, Ala.,
ignore.those who exist in poor America. To ignore
Powell, is black, as is one of the
why
blacks
evil is to become an accomplice to it."
reporters who scooped the rest of
weren't willing
.
Martin
Luther
King,
lr.
the world with live broadcasts from
to wait for jusBaghdad during the. first attacktice. Branch quotes King as telling
found
out
half
of
the
54,000
people
CNN's Bernard Shaw.
them in 1963:
Other changes would leave him in New Yorkstateprisons are black,
"When you have seen vicious
that
homicide
is
the
leading
cause
equally ambivalent He'd be proud
mobs lynch your mothers and faof
death
among
young
black
males.
that the mayor of the nation's largHe'd have the same reaction upon thers at will and drown your sisters
est city, David Dinkins, is a black
and brothers at whim ..when you
learning
that more young blackNew
man and--more startling--Douglas
suddenly find your tongue twisted
York
males
are
either
in
jail,
on
Wilder, the grandson of slaves, is
,.

:_
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and your speech stammering as you
seek to explain to your six-year-old
daughter why she can't go to the
public amusement park that hasjust
been advertised on television, and
see tears well up in her little eyes
when she is told that Funtown is
closed to colored children and see
the clouds of inferiority begin to
form in her little mental sky ..then
you will understand why we find it
difficult to wait"
Thanks in largeparttoKing, blacks
aren'tlynched,drownedorexcluded
from amusement parks any more.
They're not beaten or shot for trying to register to vote, or knocked
down by fire hoses for trying to
integrate lunch counters and buses.
In fact Powell, Wilder, Dinkins
and others have shown black
Americans can rise to the very top
of society.
But they seldom do. The income
of black households in 1989 was
about $18,000, compared to about
$30,000 for whites.
In retrospect, despite the beatings,
frustrations and ultimately assassination, King might have accomplishedthe easier partofthe struggle.
Full economic equality is still
King's unfulftlled legacy.

.. ,

Martin 'Luther .Ki'ng Jr.lHuman Righ,ts Celebration'1991 Boise StafeUni"ers,ty

1991 Focus: Hispanic Issues in Idaho
NOON _Union Street Cafe, SUB
America: Melting Pot or Stew
Pot? 3-5 p.m, LookoutRoom,SUB

MONDAY January 21
RallylMarch to Capitol [0:30
a.m. BSU Soccerfield
Governor's Rptunda Program
NOON" State Capital

FRIDAY January 25

••
••
••
::
~
••
••
::
::. t,J

TUESDAY January 22
Minn:e Rae Gospel Singers
NOON Union Street Cafe,
Interracial Issues: U.S. &
South Africa Workshop - 3-5 p.m,
- Hemingway Center.
.
Celebration Dinner - 8 p.m. SUB Ballroom.
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•

WEDNESDAY January 23

Vt,,; Saturday Night Live comedy'
. with skits, commercials, stand-up
. . ~& improvisational
. . techniques. .
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Student Multicultural Panel"
NOON. Lookout Room, SUB
Hispanics in Idaho Workshop
_ 3-5 p.m, - Lookout Room, SUB

~..
D'JIIIUD,InllISDl~I'DlII.
~ ~~IlIWI~~DlKIR1UU.

person.
Jaime Escalante Lecture 8:15
p.m. - Main Gym Human Perf ormance Center. FREE.

..••••••

SUB Ballroom
Conjunto Ahan Concert - 8:30
p.m, SUB Ballroom

Dance. Program

in Idaho Workshop 12:30-2:30
p.m. Lookout Room, SUB
Jaime Escalante Reception 78 p.m. Lookout Room. $5 per

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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StandalidDeliver(Film)-7p.m.

Hispanic

"Northern Star Drums"
11:30 _ 12:30 Union Street Cafe,
SUB
Native American Experience
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Berkeley in the '60s:
A'Feeling of Deja Vu
Film Review
by Neil Winberg

The University News --The current happenings in the
Middle East have spurred arenewed
interest in political activism around
our country and the world. Berkeley
in the '60s, a film documentation on
the turbulent political actions that
made the California -campus infamous, gives us insight into the victoriesand failures incurred by the youth
of that generation.
Refreshingly, thefilm does not take
us down the Haight-Ashbury memory
lane of drugs and free love. Film-

maker Mark Kitchell chooses to focus the attention on campus politics
and the students who helped turn
Berkeley politics into pertinent issues around the world.
The film begins with students protesting the McCarthy trials, and takes
us through their involvement in the
free speech movement, Civil Rights
actions and the anti-Vietnam War
riots. The exposure given students
by the media helped attract the
counter-cultural hippies who flocked
to the Bay area when they heard of
the anti-establishment upheaval.
For those of us today that swoon
into orgasmic meditation every time

Romantic Connery
and PfeifferInhabit
'The Russia House
Film Review
by Jody Howard
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ing back in retrospect at the silliness
of thew hole mystique, to keep things
lighthearted.
Berkeley in the '60s was awarded
Best Documentary by the National
Society of Film Critics, an organiza-

the '60s are mentioned, (a.k.a. Deadheads,psuedo-hippies),thisfilmmay
not deliver what you are looking for.
This is first and foremost a hard-line
political documentary, with just
enough sarcasm from students look-

tion made up of the country's major
critics and, generally, the group most
knowledgeable.
The movie will be playing in an
exclusive engagement through Jan.
24 at The Flicks.

Marshall's Awakenings Works,
DeNiro and Wllllams

Outstanding

(AlthoughthisfootageofRussiadoes
Film Review
tend to steal the show.)
b J dy H
d
The University News
Filmed in Moscow and Leningrad,
OJ 0
owar
"You're a fool to use me. I let an unprecedented breakthrough for The University News --people down." So says jaded, booze- American filmmakers, the movie has
"Son ofman ,can these bones live?"
gu7Zlingpublisher Barley Blair(Sean
such beautiful panoramic views that - Eze/de137:3
Connery) as British agents prepare the audience tends to"ooh"and"ahh"
Imagine someone assumed to be
him to do a liUle light spying. The out loud.
brain-dead suddenly freed from his/
Russia House, aspy intrigue/thriller
The 'music by Jerry Goldsmith ac- her inftrmity-able
to hear, see,
based on John Ie Carre's book, sue- curately portrays the mood and feel- speak,run orreason normally. Imagcessfully keeps you guessing as to ings of the movie, especially
inegoing to sleep in the '20'sor'30's
the truth of Connery's assertion.
Connery's love for Russia (and one and waking up in 1969-to Jimi
, But that's not all. Be prepared for Russian in particular).
Branford
Hendrix, men on the moon and minibreathtaking footage 9fRussia and a Marsalis dubs in Connery's soprano
skirts.
love story that will knock your socks saxsolos.
Awakenings, based on a true story
off. In fact, the scene in which
Acting is especially fine, with by DC. Oliver Sacks, does just that,
Connery declares his love for Katya Michelle Pfeiffer standing out as and not with the lay-it-on-thick kind
(Michelle Pfeiffer) is so effective
Katya; a Russian book editor risking
ofschmuckldreaded. Director Penny
that it stands in the Love Scene Hall her life to help her country and her ¥arshall chooses not to manipulate,
of Fame along with Bogart and friend.RoyScheider,JamesFoxand
tiuttothoughtfullyguideusthrough
Bergmanandall the other greats. It's the rest of the castdo insightful work this amazing story of death and life
notthesteamy sex scene we'vecome
with their characters, playing them and death again.
'
to expect, but the old-fashioned
with real depth and built-in strengths ' Twothemesresoundthroughoutthis
kind-excellentdialogue,
lots of eye and weaknesses.
film; the unique value of each human
contact, expert camera work and inItwould be easy in a spy movie (or life, and a compelling reminder to
credible acting.
anyothermovie)tomakethecharactreasure each moment, each day, to
This movie respects its viewers,
ters one-sided, bad or good. and flat
see "the gift of life - the wonderment
offeringacerebralexerciseindoubleButthesecharactersgrowandchange
of life," a simple truth too easily
guessing and intrigue. You can't
throughout the film; even the "intel- forgotten.
.
check your brains in lit the door on ligence" agents, generally hard as
The story centers around Sacks'
thisone.lt'sdefinitelynotforaction/
nails, struggle with principles as experiences in the summer of 1%9,
adventure fanatics -deplorable in its Connery struggles with his. (How when as a research specialist, he was
lack of car chases and shoot-outs.
much loyalty can be demanded by assigned to work with chronically ill
.The plot focuses on Connery's,
your country and at what cost? !fthe
mental patients in a Bronx hospital.
character, who mskes.some heroic Cold War ends, what'll happen to He discovers a group of encephalitis
statements at a Russian writers' re- our jobs?)
,
victims in catatonic states who are
treatandfindshimselfentrustedbya
The plot is skillfUlly woven with really"aliveinthere"andanemptsto
top-level Russian scientist (Klaus humor (some nice spy jokes) and wake them up: TheresultsareastonMaria Brandauer) wi\tl an explosive
personality that set each character
ishing, punctuated with delightful
manuscript for publication. British apart arid make us care about them. insightsintohumanindividualityand
and American intelligence agencies,
(One official's tendency toward
in their exhaustive efforts to validate scatological metaphors becomes a
the information, send Connery to bit of a running gag.)
,
Russia to check it out :rhe question
Although the Perpetuation of the '
soon becomes (of course) who, is' ColdWarand LQyalty At WhatCost
spying on, whom and tJ1timately,' become major themes, The Russia
where does each individual stand as House primarily rang true for me as
far as loyalty.
a Love Conquers Allfilm,encourag, The screenplay, adapted fromLe
ing hopeless romantics everywhere.
·~'s
book by Tom Stoppard, of- (Andre~wingyourinfatuatJonwith
fers intelligent and well-written dia- Sean Connery and/or Michelle
logue. (e.g:, Biaridauer""':'"I am a , Pfeiffer, no matter howdormant you
moral outcast "Connery"It's al- thought it was.) "
ways nice to meet another writer.',)
This is an lntelligent movie for the
DireCtorFredSchepisi (SKEP-see)," mindas well as the heart. See it with
who aIso~ectedRoxanne
and Cry someone you love,'.
'

strength of spirit
A surprisingly subdued Robin Williams plays Dr. Malcolm Sayer
(Sacks), a man who fmds security in
thePeriodicTableofElementsrather
than people. His fresh exposure to
real live mental patients produces
frightening and humorous surprises.
His respect and concern for them
introduces a whole new outlook for
the rest of the hospital staff (and the
audience).
Marshall, who, for this film, may
become the first woman director to
receive an Academy Award, delivers incredible performances from the
entire cast-with
Robert DeNiro
, standing out as Leonard Lowe, the
first patient chosen to receive the
experimental medication. DeNim's
acting skills bring the story to life.
His astonishing recovery and child- '
like delight in life contrast with the
take-it-for-granted
attitude of the
"normal" people, and makes more
tragic his slow regression. His plea
to his doctor ("Don't give up on
me.'') haunts the viewer long after
the lights go up.
The musical score by Randy
Newman (who also did Avalon) accompanies the film well without
overwhelming the message. Look
for some symbolism-Dr.
Sayers
opening windows for himselfand for'
others. ThelullabysungbyLeonard's
mother, "Babies Fishing for a
Dream," carries dual meaning for the
frightenedliUleboy inside thegrown-'
up man and for the mother as well.

Although fabricated for the film,
the relationship between Williams
and Julie Kavner (as his nurse) adds
dimension to his character. Kavner
is superb in her calm and reassuring
role-thehumorin
hercharacter (and
Williams') lie just beneath the surface, ready for action but carefully
disciplined to not detract from the
story. Performances by the hospital
stafl'; patients, Leonard's mother and
his "girlfriend" are worth notingthey seem to give their best in each
and every scene. The obligatory bad
guy, the hospital administrator who
just doesn't understand what's important, seemed a little too stereotypical, needing more depth.
The movie touches on the difficulty
for medical science in dealing with
the complex problems of the brain,
the reluctance to try out a new medicine (or take the responsibility), the
helpless feeling of watching someone suffer and also the emotional
loss to caregivers when a patient
recovers and doesn't need them any
more.
!fyou tend to shy away from "tearjerker" movies you may need to be
warned about this one. But a film of
this quality, complete with humor
and human interest, is worth risking
a few tears for,
As an added treat, Northgate Cinema offers a computer animation
shortfeature,KnickKnadc,aniceliUle
bonus to make you smile before you
get the kleenex out
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'JBestFilrrisof ·1990
· Accorrnng to
Film List
by Cliff Hall

The University News

.,...-_

What a year for film! Sequelmaniaandsurprises galore inundated
ihe year along wilhthe usual blitz of
hyperbolic advertisements. Hollywood may have overestimated its
public once again-what with the
disappointments ofDays ojThwuJer
and most of the other "action films"
released. But then it blatantly WJderestimated the year's top grossers,
the hits Ghost and Pretty Woman, in
the press with statements of how
shocked they were to see them make
as much money as they did.
Unfortunately, these only served
to show how little those Hollywood
types really know about film. Most
everyone knows if you putoutagood
product, market it well and don't
pander to the audience, you'll probably have a hit When will they ever
learn that we, as an audience, will
only be fed crap forso long before we
stop going back.
Fortunately, there wereafew films
that made the year worth paying the

quart,er of the budget Liam Neeson,

Frances McDormand 'and Larry
Drake allexhibited fully realized
characters raising the filrri to a level
most "comic strip" type films never
achieve. Impressive special effects;
exhilarating fun.
4. After Dark, My Sweet James
Foley's noirish, highly stylized
thriller tad some cf the most fantastic photography you could have
imagined. Jason Patric'sshocking
portrayal of apunch-drunk, former
boxer, Rachel Ward in an extremely
hot sex sequence and the year's best,
mosttragicIDlyreID.'~ndingmadethis
an instant classic.
5. Without You I'm Nothing The
scathingSandmBemhardtIDkeddirty
to an unusually unappreciative, stonefaced audience and then stripped to
sing the definitive version of "Little
RedCorvette" in the funniest concert
film of the year. A delay in its video
release date may mean that we'll
never see it on tape but it deserves to
be seen.
' 6. Henry and June Henry Miller
and Anais Nin's love affair is given
the star treatment with Fred Ward
astonishingly masterful, Maria de

Some Agree,
Most Don't...

~.

9. The

Russia House

Yes.afan-

tastic Sean Connery and a gorgeous
Michelle Pfeiffer. But the highlight
was, by far, the direction of Fred
Schepisi whose A Cry in the Dark
was one of the best films of 1988 for
the same reason. Evocativepoliticro
choices, breathtaking vistas of a Soviet Union we've never seen before.
along with an intense spy story make
this a three-way hit
10. The Cook, The Thief, His

ward Scissorhands, Black Hwuerl
White Heart, Exarcistlll, Godfather
Ill, Gremlins 2: The New Batch and
Postcards From the Edge.
Possible Contenders for Top Ten
Which I Didn't See: Alice, The

Grifters, Time of the Gypsies. To
Sleep WithAnger. Texasville.Miami
Blues. Love at Large. Mo' Better
Blues, Metropolitan, and HamJetreviewed next issue.

What do we offer

.'

,,JANUA;.RYSPECIAL

4 Sessions $10.00
BSU Students Onlyl

9.AparlmentZero ifyou missed it
in the theaters (like everyone else),
get the video ...
10. Edward Scissorhands the alJody Howard
ways wonderful Dianne Weist in diThe Uniuersits News.
. rector Tim Burton's best film yet. ..
Note: Sadly, I didn't get to a lot of
Other favorites: Night of/he Livmovies this year. Imissed Dances ingDead(remake),MenDon'tLeave,
With Wolves, Driving Miss Daisy, Carnival of Souls (first decent copy
Glory and a few other acclaimed to be released on video .., a classic),
films. Iwould have loved them I'm Wild at Heart.Last Exit toBrooklyn,
sure. This list then is made up of a Arachnophobia, Quick Change, Tie
few films that weren't exactly re- Me Up! Tie Me Downl, Darkman.
leased since last January but ones I Miami Blues.
had a chance to see for the first time
this year and felt should be included.
Lisa Krepel
1. Metropolitan Aclassybunchof
The University News --people I~anted to spend more time
I. Dances With Wolves Great
with. Great!'
story, great acting, great c~ematog2.HenryV Unexpectedly thrilling. raphy and can't complalO about
3. Ken Burns' The CivU War (on watching Kevin Costner for 2 1(1.
PBS) This was the television highhours ...
light of the year.
2.Mermaids Strong performances
4. The Russia House A romantic
rothough abitheavy-handedattimes.
thriller.
Still, it'S a fun, feel-good show.
5. Awakenings
My friend wept
3. Edward Scissorhands Suburuncontrollably ...
ban/Gothic fantasy. Touching.
6. Crimes and Misdemeanors
4. Pretty Woman Old-fashioned .
Another Woody Allen quest for romance for a light mood.
meaning in life. Excellent
. 5. Walt Disney's The Prince an!'
7.Miss Firecmcker Wonderful the Pauper This animated short IS
. script and an incredibleperformance
the best out by Disney in years.
by Holly Hunter.
.
As my budget was like that of most
8.TheHuntforRedOctober Well, students-limited--thereweremany
yes,another Sean Connery film. Lots movies Ididn't see last year. So, to
, of suspense.
..
round out my Top \en list, he~ m:e
9. Steel MagnoliIJs Great wnbng,
some movies Ihadn t seen until.this
great performances.
year that we~ shown on Amencan
10. Monty python and the .Holy MovieClassics. Thesearewellworth .
GmU Just for fun. TheologIcIDly seeing:
,
incorrect, however.
6. This Land is Mine
Charles
Laughton and Maureen 0'Haramake
Robert Barnes
a patriotic winner as good as
The University News
1. A valon perfect..
2. GoodFellas romost perf~t..
l'ter Dark, My S.weet dlegro
3. Aii'
thed

WI/e and Her Lo,,,
Peter
Greenaway never held .back in. his
andUmaThunnanmnnbmglyheart. modernized revenge play about a
breaking. This film never deserved
hideously evil man, his abused wife
its NC-17 rating but perhaps it gave and her bookworm lover (who, bemorepeopleacbancetoseethefilmcause of his last scene, gave us the
out of curiosity or perversity-and
bestlineinamovieallyear)aregrea~
I'm all for that.
and pure fun to watch. The produc7. Dances With Wolves Kevin tion design alone was worth the price
Costner's directorial debut is one of of admission. Each det.ill was exthe most deft in film history. Above traordinarilyflawlessandGreenaway
anything else one could say about it, should be commended for being
Dances With Wolves is The Ameri- 'stubborn enough to get this "imposcan Movie telling a story that every
sible" movie made.
American should see at least once.
Note: Four or five television epi- .
The fine actors portraying the Sioux sodes of Twin Peaks directed by
Nation handily restored theshattered
David Lynch-including
both
reputation Native Americans have season's two-hour openers-are
been given by Hollywood for too more than worthy to appear on my
long.
Top Ten list of best films of the year
8.MenDon'tLeave
Noonegot
I have ruled out all films not
m see this. heart-breaking, heart- but
released theatrically,
warming feature in the U'iC4~t
Honui'abli Mi:"t::}n~ Miller's
you can see it now at home on tape: Crossing (the year's best script),
Jessica Lange and Joan Cusak both Reversal of Fortune, Die Hard II:
demonstrate top-of-their-form technique and the best part is that, like Die Harder. Awakenings, Memphis
Terms of Endearment, the emotions Belle.Last Exit to Brooklyn,Jesusof
are right on. Apparently, the kind of Montreal. Henry: Portrait of a Se.movie they really don't make any rial Killer, The Rescuers Down Under/Prince and the Pauper, Dick
more.
Tracy, Quick Change, Avalon. Ed-

Medeiros breathtakingly beaetlful

'Staff Reviewers
high admission prices to see. Here .
JhenismypersonrolistoftheBEST
films of the year:'
1. Wild 'at Heart No other film
I've seen this year has had such an
effect on my psyche. Haunting, deliciously sensual and with some of
the, best, albeit strangest, perf ormancesof the year, Wild at Heart
incorporated a savage violence-to
great effect-that put some people
off. Nonetheless it is the best Wizard
of Oz remake ever.
2. GoodFellas Proofpositive that
Martin Scorsese is the director of
choice for true-life grittiness. The
fIlmmaker's superb technical skills
only add to the energy and the ribbon
of humor running throughout keeps
the story active. In this mob world of
murder, betrayal, and family responsibility no one is left untouched. Joe
Pesci's supporting performance as a
mommy's boy with a Napoleonic
complex is the best of the year in that
category.
3.Darkman Audienceswitnessed
the biggest surprises of the year with
this Sam Raimi roller coaster ride
that dared to demonstrate what
Batman should have been for about a

,.

over our

competitors?
State of the art SCA
Wolf Tanning Beds
New Sony" Sports"
Stereo Headphones
LargerfadHty-

tanning rooms

1028 Beacon Street
'located directly across from
Albertson's on Broadway"

Seperate dressing and
make-up room
24 Lamp Beds
Superior design
tans your sides too!
Climate controlled
tanning rooms to keep
it nice & cool
Longer hours for'
your convenience

336-0006
• Gift Certificates available
for your sweetheart •
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Casablanca.
7. Captains Coumg~ous Spenc~

...

Tmcy, in a great tear.-Jerker--;avOld
the putrid TBS colorized versIon. ,
8.Lady/oraIJay Laterremade~y
activities and torrid sex m
esertBette Davis as Apple Annie,: th.1S
HOT!
'
bellS, originro is a Frank Capm ClassIC In
~isery
fasten your sea~
the spiritoW'sa Wonder/ulL!feand
This beautiful cream and tan short haIred, ,
' This playful and·lovlngslamesemlx,short,
p 5. E;~rcist III th~ ~UE follow~ M9.1J::;~USA HumphreyBogart
male cat Is named SpIke. Spike has been
haired female cat Is available foraqopt\on;
up to the classic ongInal and best andEthelBarrymorestarinthistribneutered and declawed
and has beautlfyl,
She Is one and a halfyea~old
and has
sequel of 1990,
, ha'
~1'
•
t 'ts best
light blue eyes. He also ha. s the uncommon
been spayed. Cats make wonderful pe~.-,
, 6. Au'aken,·n·g."s
·ano!her~.
n utetow
1
t 1 t Sp,Ike
particularly
..
Will
10. Star tJOurnlllJSffilSa
Trek II: The Wm(h
0/.
trait of extra toes on his fronee.
.
'.for . someone ..who·does .. ,....not .•,.'...
Penny MarshallandRobm
UlIIlS Khan Okay,it'snotonAMC--:-yeL
would make a wonderfurpet
for sOmeone
have a large home or yard alJd areqult~:
deserVe their first· Oscar and why
. this
(Ci th'
who would like to have a loving and quiet
content' spendIng tlme alone. 1hIs
... . ,
"'_ ....,;... n'eeds another...
.• .. ' But I did see It , year or e
K
I ""420 ""15301)
siamese'ls In 'kennel ....412 -#15152)
lKol'''u
• ,I' S rlalKUler
' fourteenth time). Anyone who can U..!:ho~m~e~.
c~o~m~pa~
..~n~lo~n~.
~(~e~n~ne
..=. :.:"":::::~'
"":':-:::.~':".-J:--.::;. =. ~=-i-:~';:..:;:;:C':~""~~'::.
:;=:. ~'.::;:'
::;;::;-"41
., 7.Heriry:POrtrauoJa e
f,get
throughSpock'sdying
and
,These loving cats al1d manyC?ther wonderfu .. I pets are available at theal'llmalshel~r.
difficult to watch but worili. the:e - "Amazing Grace". played on bagHOURS: M-F 10:00 am to 1:00pm.
..
.
, For more Information ca\l342-~~"
fort...
....
'Good·7 B d7 pipes'.withoutcrving must be heart~
,
So·t·&' SUn 10'.00 am to 6'.00 pm;'
ar come visit usl
.

8. Jacob's Ladder

. a '

Maybe... Memomble7 Defimtelyl'

less:'

'J-'
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west state street

boise, Idaho 83706
208-343·8821

.c"ChOPlnth~Poet" Pbfu
oncert .Jan. 24 270

.

. . Pianist Del Parkfriso '
.. the final"fns4-~ 11"'"'- . n will perform
fou'
L4Wuentof
our-part '.Chopin
retros his popular
MOrrJson Center Rec1~tlve'at
the
!3SU music. professor . Hall. The
Chopin the Poet" . t~3Present
Thurs .•Jan. 24. then a .: . 0 p.m.
performance at4 p' . ~S'e a repeat
27.'
.m. . unday;
Thelecture-recttalft
..
~ree nocturnes.
fJrs~~~
.~~abTIckle.
on18afJrst-d:e.
eral admJssJori 2
e are $4 genstudents at th~$do~o~
and free to
part of the BSU Facui . erecitalfs
For information. call
Series.
5906. ortheBSUmtiSic d' 043. co~e;
385-3980.

Jan.
ana1~~~tasy.

t~t

_epartmentot",."
.~,

I
\

I

S...

ded

Feb. 2,3

SUJ1lmerA'e-~f.tho~
carefree
Catch ag.uminP~eOBSUtheatre arts
days~ne
bYproductiOn 0fS~at
ent
u 0f the '
deP
2 3 in stage
8 p:ro. Feb. t- . 'l1le one-act play.
MorriSOnCen er. ...
990 vi1llbe
whichwasstagedtwi:~tionforthe
. presented ~rou;p -r6eatre Festival
AUlertcan ~on31conference for collACTF), ana
d artxnents.
lege theatre artc1o~~nby adjudicators
suromerwas. .short play entry at
from A~, ~~,aconference.held Feb.
. ACTF'sreo-01lilU.
. whereithasan
'5-9 inLa Grande~cetothe
national
opportuniiyto ~.~_h.in waf;hington.
'conference ~ lVliIU"'"
.'
·.·.D.e.' ", is d1reCtedby,1~90 BSU
. 'l'he pla)'. . na DaviS andwrttten by
graduat~Loesd'
'I'J:eY OlIn CUi> 0f "KountaIDflome.
lU
.,
a1sOa BSU student. ."
,Ticketsarel\;2'atthedO~~
the BSl
':'For moreirifO=:~~88_4Q43.cod
'l'a11d,I1J!.Phone
. . d·454-. 1186. cod
5907~ BoiSe an .'. '.
;' 5907 in C8J.1YO~,county.
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Broncos win big in wrestling,
men's and women's basketball
'Men's hoops team shows spirit, grit at home
'~

-,

GAME ANALYSIS
~y Jim Covlllon

The University News

Saturday night January 19 was a
critical game for the Broncos since
, winning only one game out of the
last five in Big SkyConferericeplay.
Starting the conference season on
the road with the first two games in
Montana is enough to make anyone
give up playing ball and go home.
But the Broncos showed they have
mental toughness when they decidedtohang in until fortunes started
tlp1ling around.:
..',
Hard work and sweat helped too.
The players showed their frustrations at times as they got rattled on
the road but this may be chalked up
to their youth and inexperience
playing together. This inexperience
,showed
up even as late as
Wednesday January 16 when the
Broncos had their streak of home
wins broken at 13 after losing to
Nevada in a 75-72O'vertime loss.
bend JeffSanor's hot game waS
wasted during a team loss. 'Tanoka
Beard had his best game ever on the
road during another team loss. This
type of situation can lead to a lot of

'".:'(

strain on the players just when they
have to tighten up and develop
greater cohesiveness.
It has been said in the press that
this year's Broncos don't have the
mental toughness or grit that Boise
State teams of the past had. Without a true team leader such as Chris
Childs the team is soft, some said.
Coach Dye's work on motivating
the team must have had something
to do with reversing this trend. The
Broncos came out playing hard from
the beginning Saturday with an aggressive, swarming defense and a
lot of determination and hustle.
'
Point guard Lance Vaughn displayed these qualities as his relentless hounding of the man with the
ball earned him two steals in the
opening minutes and also had him
diving on top of the press table while
chasing a ball out of bounds. When
Humphrey came in for Vaughn he
played just as hard. Humphrey,
standing at a diminutive 6 foot one
inch, pulled the ball out from several big Nevada players in a
scramble. This kind of tenacity will
not go unrewarded and will put
games in the winners column.
It was this style of play that typified the whole team play. The game
'was four minutes old before Nevada
could score at all and this was on a
free throw after a foul. Unfortunately this aggressive play ondefense did have its drawbacks. BSU
,ran up 12 team fouls before the half.
The Broncos worked the ball well
and at times they moved and flowed

in synch as if they had been playing
together for years. Fikes dishing
off to Jones for a basket and Jones
returning the favor to Fikes on the
return trip up the court. This type of
unselfish play can only improve the
Broncos record asthe season continues.
Northern Arizona needed a hot
outside shooter since they always
seemed to be at least 20 points behind. The Lumberjacks made two
but they were matched by Vaughn
who was two for two in the 3-point
range first half.
In the second half Tanoka Beard
powered up his shots inside through
the outstretched arms of the Northern Arizona defense. Sanor teamed
up with Fikes to turn the crowd on
by lobbing a perfect ally-cop pass
and dunk combination. Sanor also
got hot from the 3-point range by
coming up twice in a row and arcing
in pretty shots mat hit nothing PQt
net. A few problems arose in the
second half since the Broncos were
so far ahead. At times the players
were on the floor flatfooted and
showed no movement to help out
their teammates with the ball. This
caused BSU to turn the ball over a
few times. At times players tried to
force a shot or pass and Northern
Arizona ended up with possession.
BSU won with a final score of9373.

Wrestlers win first.homl' match of year

150 pounds suffered a sprained
ankle and was forced to forfeit his
match.
.
, Three freshmen started the match
.for Boise State. Larry Duran, a 118
pounder, scored a 9-3 victory while
Jeff Mias at 126 and Lyndon
Campbell at 134 both suffered losses
to Cal-State opponents .
. Allen Enos, also a freshman, over
muscled Ron Cottrell and held on
for a 7-4 victory at 158 pounds .
MATCH ANALYSIS
. Boise State's win was solidified
with·l?aulJackson's
167-pound diLilYLooney' .:
vision pin.
The UniversitY N~ws
At 177 pounds, Mitch Mansfield
TheBoiseStatewrestlersreturned
fought Ramon Diaz fora 7-6 Bronco'
home last Wednesday to host Cal- win. The points boosted Boise.
State Fullerton. Boise State domi- State's lead to 18-13.
nated the Bronco mats and handed
Boise's Hastriter clinched the
Fullerton a 21-17 Pacific 10 defeat. Bronco's victory with a 7-6 deci',. Thiswastheteam'sfirsthomematch
sion over-Fullerton's
Derrick.
in over two months .. " '.'
. Brown. ..'. .'
.... ,'. .
, The Titans led in team' scoring,'~e
wrestleis from both teams.
until the J67-poundmatch.
Boise had similar records," Fullerton
State's Pau1-JacksOn overpowered
coach Dan Lewis concluded. . ,
Cal-State'sDwayneButh
and
''We felt we had a good chance '.'
scored a second, round pin; ......•. ,
~e.Itall~edowntowh~wanted··
• 'Jbree IJUltches seem~· to !>C up It more. Bo~State wanted It more,"
for,grabs WednesdaYlllghtm
the Fullerton said ~ter ~e match..
'.'
158,,167 and 134-P!Jund eateg~TheBroncoswillhItthematsagam'
ries, ,The Titans pulled ina 134- January 25 at7 p.m. when they host
paun.d.viCtory.....b.U~.sufferCd
'.' critical
Ftesilo State in the 01dG~.··
lossesto Bronco 158 andJ67
powiderii:',
.' . .,.'
,
..'. •. .',.
Earlier inthe vveek Nels Nelson at --'-'------'---1
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LISA KREPEL

sport and· war: Is
there a difference?
Is war the ultimate sport? Or is
sport the ultimate war?
We seem to have accepted the
premise that in war, as m sport,
there is' one absolute winner and
one absolute loser. The two sides
come to play, to determine who is
.the best, the top, the single number
one. In sports competition there is
no room for compromise.
But should our attitude toward
war mirror our attitude toward 8p?rt?
During the Gulf Crisis President
Bush continually insisted that compromise could be reached if only
Saddam would completely reverse
his position and get out of Kuwait.
And Saddam insisted that peace
could be had if only Bush would
completely reverse his position and
allow Iraq to keep Kuwait.
It's one thing to talk about decimating, mutilating and slaughtering the opposition with no mercy
when commenting on an upcoming
basketball game. It's another thing
entirely when discussing impending war.
War is obviously nota game. The
losers cannot simply chalk a loss up
to experience and review the tapes
for their mistakes. The winners
cannot simply give each other high
fives and walk away unscathed,
People will die. Homes will be destroyed. Lives will be irrevocably
shattered. .
So why do we act as if we can set
a game date/deadline, throw around
some macho rhetoric, go in and
kick some ass and then go home
with a better win-loss percentage?
However repugnant it may be to
Americans, the Iraqi system of
morals and values is very different
from ours. Issuing ultimatums based
on the Western world's dennition
of right and wrong with no attempt
to understand the Arab world solves
nothing.
A real attempt to solve such an
involved and tense situation would
require that bothsides try to understand the other's position. What
seems obvious to the American and
British mind might be incomprehensible to the Iraqi mind. And the
Arab attitude toward war, as evident
in the ongoing Arab-Israeli conflict,
is nearly beyondourunderstanding.
So what purpose is served by
throwing out demands with noroom
for discussion?
Bush's "New WorldOrder"is going to be achieved only with endless
bloodshed and the total conquest of
people from foreign cultures if we
continue to refuse to acknowledge
the vast differences among the
world's inhabitants.
At stake is not a season record or
a berth into the conference playoffs.
At stake is the future of thousands,
if not millions, of lives. And the
future of all the inhabitants of the
. earth, who must learn to live together in an ever shrinking world.
Let's leave the win at all costs
. mentality to. the athletes.
.
Lives are, too precious to play
games with.

--------iBEI

Superbowl suds. spots
By R0 b ert Bames

The University News

No Superbowl Sunday is complete without friends and food. Following is a select list of bars and
restaurants offering specials for
football freaks.
Acapulco Mexican Restaurant,
Glenwood: Open at llam with discounted pitchers of beer running
.'$3.50, all-you-can-eat tacos and
chili for $3, one large-screen television with two additional monitors
in the restaurant.
Buster's Restaurant,
Broadway
and Overland: Be early for $3.75
pitchers: .25 cent tacos and hotdogs:
drawings for prizes before, during
and after the game which can be
seen on any of two large screen and
four standard monitors.
Cactus Bar, Main: Free chili, $2
draft beer and cinnamon schnapps.
Clancy's,
Vista: Annual wild
gamefeed, Happy Hour prices all
day.
.
Ducks American Grill & Bar ,Park
Center Boulevard: Watch the game
on two overhead TVs beer and
burger specials.
'.
The End Zone and Suds Tavern,
Broadway: Happy Hour specials
throughout the game with three
monitors at the Zone and five at
Suds, chili and cold cut specials at

Suds Tavern.
Interlude Bar & Grill, North 8th:
Private party with reservations still
available at press time: $40 per
person includes T-shirt, all-you-caneat and all-you-can-drinkduring the
"Mexican Blowout," prizes to be
awarded and receive a complirnenlacy $5 square.
Murphy's Oyster Bar & Grill,
Broadway: KF95radiotobroadcast
live from the lounge with prizes to
beawarded,Superbowlon two large
and 10 standard monitors, Sunday
brunch specials in effect, discounts
on drinks and appetizers.
Peg Leg Annie's,NorthColeRoad:
Happy Hour runs throughout the
day with 50 cent reductions on all
appetizers, game to be on three
monitors and one large-screen television.
The Pocket, North Curtis Road:
Party starts at noon, game on four
standard and one large-screen television with food specials scheduled
during the game.
Red Lion·Downtowner ,Fairview:
$2 16-ounce beer, hot dog buffet
begins at 3 p.m., large-screen television and three additional moni. tors, half-time prize drawings includetwo-for-onebrunch,two-forone dinner and "Suite Night for
two" coupons.

EB

Women break losing streak
'#:'~:;
.\11

GAME ANALY:> •.,
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The unl~erslty News

The .women's basketball team
t.it' broke Its seyen-game !osmg streak
%W at home Fnday, handily defeatmg
~. the Easter Washington Eagles.
itl Boise State won 80-63 in front of
. . a Pavilion crowd of 2,456. High
score from the game wen to Bronco
ftrst-year student Barb Koenig with
20 points. Koenig, a 5 foot 9 inch
guard from Northglenn, Colorado,
also had four steals, two blocks and
three assists.
Other high scorers for the Broncos were back-up center Lidiya
Varbanova with 15 points and 10
rebounds, and 5 foot 10 inch senior
forward Becky. Sievers with 11
points. Eastern Washington's
Nancy Taucher had a team high of
19 points.
Boise State's last win was December 29 against Portland State.
Their lasthomewin wasaiso against
Portland State on December 18.

Friday's win puts the Broncos'
recordat4-11 overall and 1-3inBig
Sky Conference
play. Eastern
Washington is now 4-11 overall
and 2-3 in the Big Sky.
Boise State will hit the road again,
playing at Northern Arizona on
January 26 and at Nevada on January 28. The Broncos' next home
game will be January 31 when theY-:'
host Northern Arizona in the Pa-

vilion

ma

sports at Boise
State this week
Friday 7:00 p.m.
Wrestling v .
Fresno State in
the Bronco Gym
Saturday 2:00
p.rn, Gymnastics
v. UC Santa Barbara in the
Bronco Gym

The University
,-~Page 14
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Learn and Drive: Maximize Your Driving Time
while you commute? Put that tape 'little as 25 cents a tape. There is a
deck to good use. Last year, while wide assortment of tapes so whatin Ken Sanderson's Shakespeare ever your interest is, there is
class, I listened to plays such as A something to alleviate your tedious
travel syndrome.
Midsummer'sNightDreamandThe
Slide a cassette in your tape deck
Merchant o/Venice driving back
and forth to Boise. Sanderson en- about a Great American Success
courages his students to enhance Story or Succeecling In Corporate
their reading of Shakespeare by America. Find out what psychololistening to tapes. He recognizes gistPiagetsays aboutDealing With
the difficulty that students have Difficult People. Tune into Edwith the language. What better ward R. Murrow, Winston
Churchill or John F. Kennedy. Intime to do this than in the car?
You can check out some of crease your knowledge about hisShakespeare's plays at the Idaho tory,thefuture and theworldaround
State Library. But, if what you you. Listen to a tape when you're
want is checked out, or not avail- stuck in the ear. What have you got
able, rent it from a local merchant to lose? Certainly not time.
There is much more than literalike the Discovery Cellar for as

By Sandy Friedly
,
Special to The University News
'Are you one of those students
who commutes to BSU? If so, you
probably find yourself thinking of
other things you'd rather be doing
when you're sitting behind the
;$teerjng wheel on your way to
classes. Time is valuable. No one
wants to spend it in the car. Especially when exam time falls prey
uponyournerves. Iknow. Icommute from Mountain Home.
Depending on Illyclass schedule,
I have had to drive to BSU as often
as five days a week. That's 10
hours I wish I could spend studying or anything else worthwhile. ,
Want to maximize your time

ture, businessand history tochoose

from. During those monotonous
trips to BSU you can learn French
and Spanish. Relax to classical
music. Increase your vocabulary
with Word Builders or laugh your
way down the road with George
Bums or Bill Cosby, Educate
yourself about stress management.
Improve your writing or money
skills. There is virtually a smorgasbord of information and entertainment available.
The Idaho State Library .located
at 325· W. State St., is opened
Mon. through Fri. from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m, Their tapecollection includes
foreign languages, old radio programs, alimited number of classi-

cal music and literature, selt-motiva90n, and tapes on how to
succeed in business. This col}llction excludes fiction. For more
information call, 334-2150.
The Discovery Cellar, located in
Boise Towne Square Mall is
opened Mon. through Sat. from
10a.m.to9p.m.,andSun.,11 am.
to 6 p.m. There are approximately
1,500 titles available. For $1 you "
can purchase a list of these titles.
Fiction ranges from Dickens' Tale
o/Two Cities to Wolfe's Bonfire
0/ the Vanities. Most novels are
abridged. For more information,
call 322-0033.
Maximize your time while you
commute. Listen to a tape.

BSU student hero in recovery from sudden blindness
'""By Erin McBride

Special to The University News

"Try to never read anything."
"Never lift anything over 50
pounds."
"Avoid any situation where
you might suffer a blow to the
head."
"Never go outside without
your sunglasses on."
''Try to never get anything
in your eyes."
"Don't drink alcoholic beverages."
These are the rules J. J.
Stoner is supposed to live by the

rest of his life. J'he 21-year-old
BSU student lives with the constant threat that his partial blindness could progress at any moment into complete blindness.
On July 2, 1986,1.J. wason
his third day of work at his new
job at Albertson's. In the early
afternoon, he noticed a black
"hole" in his field of vision. By
the time he got off work that
night, he could hardly see well
enough to drive home.
"I shouldn't have been on
the road that night," J. J. said.
His mother took him to an
emergency clinic, and the next

,...

moming he was flown to Portland for surgery. The retina in
his left eve had stretched and
ruptured, causing a space where
fluid was building up. The fluid
caused the dark spotmhisvision.
The operation partially restored his vision, but only to 20/
200, which, as J. 1. explained,
"means what the normal person
can see at 200 yards, I can't see
'til it's at 20 yards."
.
He was determined legally
blind and consequently cannot

drive.

"I had a Datsun4x4 pick-up
with chrome wheels, tinted

WANTED

windows, superb stereo system
and the works. It was my baby,
but I had to sell it. What good is
a truck when you can't drive?"
"It was really hard to accept
at first," 1. J. said. "I couldn't
leave thehouse for seven months.
I just sat around and ate and
gained 55 pounds. A I?rivate
tutor came to help me WIth my
schoolwork and so I didn't go to
school the first three quarters of
my seniorlear."
'
,
After . 1. graduated, he applied to get his job back at
.Albertson's and after talking to
the manager, they both felt he
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could handle it. "People help
me out a lot at work, reading
things, but I also get a lot of
jokes like 'hey J. J., what's this
tag say?'"
,
J. J. decided to attendESfl
and take advantage of the special programs they offer for the
handicapped. fie has notetakers
for his classes, gets his books on
tape, uses a "reader" (someone
who reads to him what he cannot
get on tape), and gets his tests
blown up.
"All the professors' have
been really good about accom- '
modating me," J. J. said. There
is also a special computer in the ..·
computer lab in the Education
Building with a 19-inch screen
that he uses. J. 1. is a Computer
Information Systems major and
hopes to work for HewlettPackard or Micron someday in
program software designing.
J. J. rides his bike to work,
school and to visit people if he
can't ~et a ride. ''The only real
mobility problem I have is when
I want ~ take a girl out on a date.
She either has to drive or I offer
to take her on my bike! Winter
is kind of hard, too. I have to
dress up in my ski suit to ride to
work."
1. J.'s passion in life is skiing. He got involved with the
Recreation Unlimited program
for the handicapped at BSU two
years ago. He got so good his
first y'ear that the director asked
him ifhe would consider being a
student teacher.
"It was quite the experience," J. J. said. "You really
have to take each particular
handicap into consideration.
There is this guy I instruct that
has his one le~ amputated at the
hip, and he skis by 'three trackin~,' meaning the one leg is on a
ski and so are both poles. I 'three
track' with him, so I can understand what it's like."
J. J. will be an official instructor this year, whichincludes
such benefits' as an instructor's
jacket and a free pass to Bogus
Basin Ski Area'.
'
He said he is often asked if
he has ever run into any trees
"~ot yetI" he ,said, "But litt1~
kidsare a problem because they
run mto me. I don't see them
soon enough toget out of their
path of destruction!"
When
askedif he has ever run into
anyone,. he said.:"only on purpose-:-like to accidentallv bump
m~ ,~good lookinggirl!~'

School CanBSU Offers Tour of. Vo~ Vocational/fechnical
yon County Division, 2407 CaldTech Facilities
well Blvd., in Nampa. For more

tum.
"Take charge of your life by taking charge of yoUr money" is a
seven-week workshop offered 9:30
contact Francie
Women interested in a career in information,
am,- noon Saturdays Feb. 2- March
Katsilometes
of
the
financial
aid
auto body, manufacturing technol16 at the Anderson center, 101 E.
office at 385-1664.
ogy, drafting, machine shoporother
BannockSt
non-traditional occupations can atThe series of financial lectures
Sales%10p.leposlnft as
tend one ofseveral one-hour tours
and
workshops is designed to inBSU
tui:lents
In
t
e
ofBSU's vocationaVtechnical educrease knowled~e of budgeting,
Valley
cation facilities.
record-keeping, insurance and inThe tours are offered through
vestments.
Residents
in
the
Treasure
Valley
BSU's Southwest Center for New
The course is sponsored by BSU's
are advised that salespeople posing
Directions at the Adult Learning
Center for New Directions, the
Center, a service for single parents as BSU students are not affiliated
University of Idaho Cooperative
and displaced homemakers. They with the university.
Bxtenslon System, the. American
Salespeople
reportedly
selling
will be held from 9-10 a.m. Jan. 16
Association of Retired Persons, the
and 30, Feb. 13 and 27. The tours knives are posing as BSU students
Career Center at the YWCA, and
leave from 1013 Euclid behind the and telling prospective customers
Senior Life and Women's Life at
their
sales
efforts
are
part
of
renew Colle~e of Technology Bldg
StLuke's.
quired
coursework
or
is
required
to
on University Drive.
Cost is $12.50.
During 'the tours, conducted by earn scholarships.
Because space is limited, regisAccording to BSU's University
counselor Nancy Kobe, participants
tration should be completed by Jan.
Relations
Office,
no
such
program
will be able to see classes in session
29. Pormore information or to regand talk to instructors about non- or sales competition exists at the
ister, call BSU's Myrna McDaniel
university.
traditional careers.
at 385-3278 or Kim Carley at the
To register or for more informaYWCA at 343-3688.
Boise
Peace
Quilt
Gala
tion, call345-2906.
.

Homecoming and Quilt
. Show

BSU Financial Aid
Offers Help Sessions

Free Safety Booklet
"Sexual Assault - A Reality We
Must Deal With" is the title ofa free
safety tip booklet now available
from ITSU, a Wausau, WI - based
training company.
"Everyone likes to believe that
sexual assault will never touch their
life or the lives of people they care
about," said Jean Buschke, president of ITSU, "denial doesn't
make it go awayl"
The safety tip booklet includes
tips for at home, when walking and
when traveling. It's available free
of charge by sending a self-ad-

The peace quilt show and gala
celebration are being held in 8th
Street Marketplace.
The Homecoming Dance and Presentation is
planned for Fri., Jan. 25 beginning
at 7 M.m. Admission is $4/adults
and l/children. The quilt show
will be held from 12-6p.m.Fri.; 129 p.m, Sat and 12-6 p.m, Sun.
Admission is $2.

The financial aid office at BStJ
will offer a series of 45-minute
meetings to help students who are
planning to file financial aid forms
to attend
BSU
or other
postsecondary institutions.
Following are dates and times: 5:30
p.m. Thurs., Jan. 24, SUB Ballroom; 12:30 pm, Tues., Jan. 29,
SUBLookoutRoom; 7p.m.Thuis., '
Financial WorkshoNs
Jan. 31, Lookout Room; 6 p.m.
for Women offere
Mon., Feb. 4, Vocational Technical
Bldg,Rm 119; 1p.m. Wed.,Feb.6,
Divorced, widowed. single or
Lookout Room. An additional session will be held Wed., Jan. ·30, at married women seeking, financial
5 p.m. in room 122-D of the BSU infonnation now have a place to
1"""'"' ' ' ' '.:..' '",",...;,.' :..J'':' ' .;.:,... .:..."0~.,:.;, '...;..:-.;' '...;. ..:.... ..:....:...;,;,:"..~

Veterans Offer Program
on Gulf War
Veterans center to present program on gulf crisis Jan. 23 at BSU.
Members of Boise's Vietnam Veterans Outreach Center will answer
questions and address concerns
about the Middle East at programs
from 7-8:30 p.m, Jan. 23 at BSU's
SPEC.

Be A Resident Adviser

mMPC's
Wordstar, Lotus, and Laser Printer

2:30 pm - 6:00 pm

0I'fN SPRING BIIEAJC

T.zzt

SN.149

~,

C-114

Yocatlonol Building

Monday thru Friday

8:00 am. 10:30 am, 12:30 pm • 1:30 pm
4:40 pm • 10:00 pm
12:00 noon- 1:00 pm, 4:30 pm - 10:00 pm
1:00 pm • 3:00 pm

MG.ZllB

MWF
Tuesday
Thursday

Monday thru Friday

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

'

•

;",

'.

E-419 Education Bulldlna

.

mM PC's, Macintosh, Apple fie
7:30 am - 9'.30 am, 1:30 pm • 2:30 pm
3:30 pm - MidnilC
10:30 am - 1:40 pm, 3:00 pm - Midnite
7:30 am - 9:30 am, 1:30 pm - 2:30 pm
3:30 pm • MidnilC
10:30 am - 1:40 pm, 3:00 pm - Midnite
7:30 am - 9'.30 am, 11:30 am - 5:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00pm
1:00 pm • 10:30 pm

thru

..

J~

•

12:00 Noon _ 1:00 p.m.
,

Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday
0I'fN SPRING BREAK

..
···:~::···
D
.

Monday

.~'

CLOSED SPRiNG BREAK

~~

CLOSED SPRING BIIEAJC

''f:l',,'

Thursday
Friday .
Saturday
. Sunday

Math Building

8:00 am - 5:00 pm

1'8.%1% CoUeae or TechnolOgy Building
1'8.%39

.

W~

CLOSED SPRING BIIEAJC

CLOSED SPRING BREAK

' , • l'"

Monday
Tuesday

10:30 am - 12:30 pm
CLOSED
8:30 am - 12:30 pm, 5:00 pm • 10:00 pm
12:30 pm • 1:30 pm, 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
8:30 am - 5:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
1:00 pm - 9:00 pm

.'

","

Sdence/N'urslng Bulld1na

Communication Building

Technical Building

5:00 pm • 10:00 pm
,9:00am - 5:00 pm
. 12:00 Noon - 10:00 pm.

....

Telex Mainframe terminals

Monday thru Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11:40 am - 12:30 pm
3:00 pm • 5:15 pm

Feb. I, 2 and 3 for their tri-annual
meeting. Topics will include new
grant guidelines as well as projects
that may qualify for funding by the
National Endowment for the Arts
through new grants to the states for
rural and underserved areas.
The open meeting will be at the
OwyheePlaza, Boise. The public is
encouraged to attend.
Further information may be obtained from the Idaho Commission
on the Arts, 304 West State St.,
Boise, Id.; 334-2119.

AT&T PC's
DOS, Writing Assistant, WordPerfect

CLOSED SPRING BREAK

mM and HP3000 Mainframe
7:00 am- 10:00 pm
7:00 am - 6:00 pm
9:00 am- 5:00 pm
1:00 pm - 9:00 pm

for the Idaho

Commission on the Arts have set

The office of Student Residential
Life is accepting applications for
the Resident Adviser program for
the 1991-92 academic year. All
applications must have a cumulanve GPA of 2.25 or above,
Resident Advisers are students
who live in the residence halls and
Adult Learnln~ Center
help maximize the residential expeoffers free c asses
-rience for the members of those
halls. They facilitate the developLearn how to develop your perment of a sense of community and
sonal career plan, gain new insights
respectfortherightsofotherswithin
in building healthy relationships and
the halls. They also help identify
andasSistindiVlduals who may have other skills in suppport groups and
special needs in the areas of per- classes offered Jan. through March
sonal, career, or academic prob- at BSU.
The courses areofferedby BSU's
lems. Resident Advisers also
Southwest Center for New Direcimplement university and residence
tions at the Adult Learning Center,
hall policies and procedures.
Remuneration for the position in- which offers classes free to single
eludes a single room. board and a parents and displaced homemakers,
cash stipend of $30 per month.
For more information, call the
Interested students should attend
AdultLearningCenterat345-2906.
a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Southwest

Monday thru Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Business Building

Commissioners

':.

'...i

Y.lOJ

B-%06

Idaho Commission on
the Arts set their trtannual meeting

-'-_---'--'-~-----'-:-...;.._-:...-:..-_--'"----------------------------,

B.%08 (385-UOt) Business Bulldlna
B.%10 Open when classes are not In session

- 10:00 pm
- 7:00 pm
- 6:00 pm
- 9:00 pm

Ballroom of the SUB, Feb. 3.
Applications are available at the
Office of Student Residential Life,
Rm 214, Administration Bldg. The
deadline for application is 5 p.m.
Feb. 12.

dressed, stamp envelope to: ITSU,
P.O. Box 6036, Wausau, WI.
54402-6036. For more information
call Jean Buschke, (715) 842-2050.

OPEN COMPUTER LAB HOURS FOR SPRING 1991

7:30 am
7:30 am
9:00 am
9:00 am

-<
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Monday

Tuesday
~
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

',,'

OI'£H SPNiG, BRfAI(

LA.ZOZ UberaJ Arts Building

E-417 (385-1776) Education BUlldina

mMPC's

IBM PC's, Macintosh and' MainframeS
DOS, Writing Assistant, WordPerfect, and ~

Monday.

1:30 pm - 6:00 pm
10'.30 am -~2:00 noon, 3:OO:pm- 7:00 pm 1:30 pm - 6:0crpm
;
Uk30 am - .12:00 noon, 3:00pm - 11~ pm
-1:30 pm - 6:00 pm
.
10:00 am - .4:00 pm
12:00 noon - 6:00' pm.·.

Softw8re'

Tuesday
W~

'

.<~

7:30 8m ",Midnigbk:'MoodBy

Thursday
·Friday·
Saturllay
Sunday

7:30 am- S:OO pm
9:00 am - S:OOpin
1:00 pm - 10'.30 pm

. .

. '. All Labs. dosed on Ju UBDd Feb 18. Some Labs dosed SprlDgBreak,
•

,".<

..

,.. __

'

•

_

.',.

.

...

,.

_

c

•

_

.

..••

",,~,;,.~.

,~

.
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IhN Thar'sday
Friday

Saturday
Sunday
OI'£H SI'fIfG BR£N(
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·AII in the

family ..

Eslicks converge upon Boise State for spring semester
loves art dearly, and decided she
Lucinda plans to attend the Univertractingfmn
to attend BSU and sity of Oregon for her master's de- could do what she loves and make a
Special to The University News
work toward becoming a high gree in marine biology, and would living if she can get into advertisschool artinstructor, something he's
ing," Julean and her two children
then like to teach. She currently
currently ,live with Lewis and
Not many members of the Eslick always wanted to do. He now works works in both the BSU chemistry
Combining
family have made it as far as college in the BSU Library's circulation
department and, in the campus her- Lucinda in Nampa.college
and
in their schooling - but they're
department.
'
parenting is no
certainly making up for lost time.
Lucinda,41,
easy task, and
'. Four, and possibly five/ members
didn't find her
the baby-sitting
. ' .J' of the Eslick family will be attendniche until she
bills can be
ing Boise State University in the took some sclcostly,
but
spring.
ence classes
somehow the
Mom and dad,Lewis and Lucinda and discovEslicks manEslick of Nampa, are majoring in ered that she
age. A combisecondary education and marine loves biology.
nation of jobs
biology, respectively.
Their, "Actually,
I
and financial
daughter,
25-year-old
Julean
had only an
aid help to deWalsemann, is an art major in the eighth.grade
fray the costs.
BSU honors program; son Mike e d u cat ion
Youngest
will enroll as a theatre arts major; when I deson Mike, 21,
and son Lester may enroll in BSU's
cided to get
who lives in
College of Technology to study my GED and
electronic engineering.
go on to colEslick family in the BSU herbarium
Boise.
recently wasdisLewis and Lucinda were the first lege
from
charged
from
the
Army
and
will
to enroll, and their enthusiasm ob- there,", she
barium.
viously influenced their children. said. "I did a little independent
.The Eslick children have ambi- attend BSU in the spring with the
"I attended BSU way back in 1969, study and found that Hove science
tious goals as well. Julean, a mother help of his GJ. scholarship. fie
and I really, really enjoyed it," Lewis - botany, chemistry, biology says he has always wanted to be an
of two. decided to attend college
;. says. "Then I got a little side- and when I met (BSU biology pro- after her divorce and hasn't looked actor, and at the tender age of 16
tracked, but it's good to be back." fessor) Charles Baker, I was sold on
worked with the Idaho Shakespeare
Lewis, 48. gave up the security of science. I absolutely love it, and the back.
Festival, where he expects to return
According to Lucinda, ."Julean
his job as a supervisor for a con- education I'm getting as well,"

By Shannon Dexter

to work during the summer.
Less, 23, who already has an
associate's degree from ITI, a
Boise.based technical training center, is interested in computers and is
attempting to establish a computer
maintenance business. If his current business efforts don't gain momentum, he will enroll in the College of Techno logy atBSU in hopes
that it will enhance his chances in
an ever-expanding job market.' He
too lives with his parents in Nampa,
but his, work schedule demands
much of his time. '~Ihardly ever see
my family," he said. "Sometimes I
don't get in until two in the morning." '
No one in the Eslick clan is lacking in ambition, certainly, and all
have a positive attitude that helps to
alleviate the pressures of school and
jobs .. "It's been hard, naturally,"
Lucinda said, "and I sometimes
wonder how long we can keep this
up. But the time and money we've
invested - it's been more than
worth it."

Buckley gives her students a broad understanding of the deaf lifestyle in a hearing world
By Donna Bankhead
Special to The University News
Susanne Buckley could be a great
actress. She can transform her face
from a childish, trip-over-the-bottom-lip pout to an expression of
wide-eyed innocence in a split second. Her pantomiming abilities rio
val those of the finest white-faced
.. street mime in the country. Her
vivacious personality is instantly
discernible from the ever-present
sparkle in her eyes. So, what is she
doing in Boise?
Buckley, 27, teaches American
SignLanguage(ASL)atBoiseState
University and is a freelance interpreter for the deaf. She bas an
(~ associate' ~ degree in sign !aDguage
mterpretation, a bachelor s degree
in deaf stupies, and .will c<!mplete
her. ma~ter s degree m special edu-'
cation m May 1991.

Buckley's flair for the dramatic is attending Pierce College in Los Angeles and needed a class to fill an
obvious from the moment she en- open time slot in her schedule. Sign
ters her classroom. Slie rarely allows students to speak aloud, even language sounded interesting, so
she enrolled in the beginner's class.
from her beginning students, many
She fell in love with the language
of whom enroll in her class without
immeknowingwhatASLis.
Sheteaehes
diately.
ASL, signs using her pantomiming
skills, and is so expressive and resourceful that her students usually
catch on quickly. (fry pantomim"I love what I do ... It's
ing "My mother-in-law's female
not like being at a comcousin in California drives a VW"
puter."
and you'll immediately appreciate
....
... "Idethe magnitude of her talents!) ,
cided
"Eventhoughthenumberofsigns
I wanted to be my teacher," she
we know are limited, I can usually
said. She went on to get her
understandwhatshe'ssaying,"said
associate's degree from Pierce Coloneofherstudents.
"She can com- lege and then earned her bachelor's
Jll.unica~, volumes in just one look. , degree in deaf studies from CaliforIf we were playing charades, I'd
nia State University in Northridge.
want her on my teaml"
Buckley's first paying job as an
.Buckley stumbled into herprofesinterpreter was at Cal State in 1984 .
S10n quite by accident. She was

She interpreted' for deaf students
attending the university. In 1986,
she married, and in 1988, she and
her husband, Neil, moved from
Northridge in Boise.
'
One of Buckl,ey's first jobs upon
arriving in Boise was interpreting at
St. Joseph's Catholic, School for a
hearing.impairedfustgradernamed
Brad. Brad is now in third grade,
and she still interprets for him in his
class. "Susanne and Brad have an
extremely good relationship," said
Brad's teacher, Andria Thompson.
"Susanne is a link of communication for things he might not be able
to do without her,"
.
Buckley started teaching ASL at
BSU in the fall of 1989. In addition
to teaching the language of the deaf,
she exposes her students to the culture and values of the deaf community. Through videotapes and her
own observations and experiences,

she gives her students a broad understanding of the deaf lifestyle in a .'
hearing world.
"I love what I do," she said, "It's
not like being at acompliter or
something where you do the same
thing every day. It's always changingand every day is different,"
"
There are, however, some. drawbacks to being an interpreter for the
deaf, said Buckley. The physical
aspects - the constant moving of
hands and face - can be very tiring.
And interpreting is not considered a
profession in Boise, so the pay is
low and there are no benefits, such
as medical insurance or retirement.
Buckley may branch out into reo
search some day but for now she's
happy with teaching and freelance '
interpreting. Ifshe ever gets tired of
ASL.though,there'salwaysHolly.
wood.

...Students interested in technical writing can be encouraged by the efforts of Dr. Markel
degree program.
. Opportunities for trained technical
By Leiann Burton
In a recent address given at the communicators abound in the Boise
Special to The University News
Fall conference for the Society for area. Currently, BSU offers two
Technical Communication, Markel technical writing courses. An introductory (E-202) which fills up
Students interested in technical asked members to write or call En- quickly and the advanced course
glish
Department
Chairwoman
Dr.
writing can be enCouraged by the
(E-402) which can be taken as a
efforts of Dr. Mike Markel, Direc· Carol Martin at 385-3426 The more graduate class and is last in the line
interest
generated,
the
sooner
BSU
tor of Technical Communication at
of technical writing courses .:
BSU. Markel is preparing a pro- will have the new option, Markel
Markel proposes to "expand the
said.
\,~posal that will create an under'pool of qualified' instructors, of
,The'
field
of
technical
communi. graduate English major in technical
cation is experiencing rapid growth. technical communication," By ofcommunication as wellasamaster's

Sun Valley Gear

~-y.

fering a special topics course this
semester, titled "Teaching Technical Communication," the number
of instructors qualified to teach the
introductory courseshouldincrease
opening more technical writing
courses to students. Markel is also
working with the Executive Committeeofthe DepartmentofEnglish
in its efforts to hire another technical communication faculty member for Fall.
'
As well as adding an undergraduate and master's program to the
department, Markel also wishes to
ereate a certificate program, on both
the graduate and undergraduate
levels. The program will enable
technical communicators to upgrade

their skills through workshops and
short courses. Proposed programs
include: technical writing, technical editing, computer documentation, professional ethics, document
design and production, graphic design, publications management,oral
communicationskillsandadvanced
.
rhetoric.
Students interested in technical
communication
should contact
Markel at 385-1199. Students interested in joining the Snake River
Chapter of the Society for Technical Communication can contact
Gabby Hayes at 385-9327 or write
Snake River STC, P.O. Box 2004,
Boise, Idaho 83701-2004 for more
information.
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Getting off books: theater in London
But the language- ah, this is the
ater department; Phil Atlakson. A personal tour of our cultural herimarriage made in heaven. Our itin- tage, First, the Place: people read, way Shakespeare must have meant
it Lucid and strong and gorgeous.
erary for seven days listed, I am not constantly, mostly sensational,
exaggerating because Ijust counted, trashy newspapers that would make Who needs to read the play first, the
a Statesman editor blush. The food way we do over here? Who needs
18 separate events plus discussions.
was bland; in one article on restau-' Cliff Notes when actors can lust and
And cheap. Relatively cheap.
Rooms at the Tavistoek, respect- rantsthe author offered the fact that rant and grieve and flirt in that magable and close to everything. One his brother was fairly normal and nificently rich tongue because it is '
week passes on the "tube," the ex- had not yet found sufficient reason their own? And so, I thought, how
to eat celery.
wonderful to be connected to your
cellent subway system that allowed
heritage, and how
us to hit three
inhibiting.
We
events per day.
aren't as fussy or
Tickets to everyintimidated
'I ion't fiave to cfr.ectmy notes to remem6era£{ tfiis.
thing. Airfare on
herewe can
British airways, all
redo Pericles as
It's
not
clown
in
print,
it's
rigfit
here
in
my
fieat£,
ready
the drinks you can
science fiction,
drink for free, but
to re-Iiue in an instant. '
what the heck, or
you don't care
bullox together
about that, do you?
four Sherlock
Plus early morning
Holmes stories into one, because
Theatrical and musical offerings
discussions, late night discussions,
we don't have a nation of traditiona little time for side trips, a chance were also traditional dishes,lightly
alists
objecting to every new twitch
to get in on the historic discovery of salted. Hamlet with lots of gigantic
on stage.
set
devices
and
a
fog
machine.
The
Shakespeare's
first theater, the
We saw more than Shakespeare,
Tempest opening with a simulated
Rose ... oh, and the really priceless
of course. A magnificent producopportunity to say, over and over storm and a fog machine. An inno- tion of Turandot, Puccini's last opvative production of Antony and
again, "Les Miz? Saw it in London.
Cleopatra with simple setting, in- era, with its boring bitchy heroine
Fabulous, really."
who fmally meets a prince she can't
London is a great place to start a cluding a fog machine.

By Jeanette Ross
Special to The University News
First the bad news for all you
culture junkies. A friend of mine
from north Idaho, traveling through
town today, tells me the New York
Times is available, day of publication, at Safeway in Moscow, Idaho.
all they need is 45 purchases per
day and they could bring it to Boise,
cheap, he said. Forty-fivel Thiskind
of news would be more depressing
if! didn'tknow that it is possible to
get out of Boise, forget the Times'
dusty analysis, ignore chirruping
news about rock stars and escape
textbookdiscursions, the body scurf
and brain-curd of knowledge, and
experience the world's exquisite
elixirs directly, through programs
like BSU's study tours.
I know because I did it, May of
1989. I took the London tour put
together by two professors, the
gentle and parental Del Parkinson,
pianist deluxe, and the obstreperous genius-in-residence of the the-

behead. But can she singl Westood
in line for tickets to La Bayadere at
the Royal ballet,leamed the mean-"
ing of "nosebleed section," The
purest Russian-style ballet I've ever
seen, a ghost dance to die for, and
lots of silly pantomime stuff.
Art, I haven't told you about the
art- the museum guide who hustled
right by the moderns-"that's
Picasso, Mondrian ..," on her way to
lovingly linger over Constable's'
hay-roof barns and pre-Raphaelite
languid ladies. What a world, and
so much of itl The costumes at
Victoria and Albert museum, a
whole wing full ofTuiner's blooming ocean-abstractions at the Tate,
looming tapestries and mummies
and Greek marbles at the British
Museum. Honest, I don't have ~
check my notes to remember all
this. It's not down in print,i~'s right
here in my head, ready to re-live in
an instant. Oh, andLes Miserables.
Smarmy French soap opera, actually, but it sucked me in, it will suck
you in, too. Save a little room on
your credit card and go.

,

National student exchange offers new friendships and a change of scene
By Shannon

Dexter

.Sre?al to The University News
. Debbie Gmeber waSa little tom in
-December about leaving BSU which came as a bit of a surprise to
her.
"I'm enjoying it more than I
thought I would," said Graeber, an
Illinois State student who attended
BSU this fall as part of·the National
Student Exchange program. "I really love it here, and I'm defmitely
not ready to go back home yet"
ThroughNSE,students can attend
one of 87 schools in the United
States and its territories for one semester or for a full year, and at
approximately the same costas they
pay to attend BSU. The deadline
for applying to the program is Feb.
IS: applications are available at the
NSE office in the SUB II on University Drive.
Graeber, a history education major from Gilman, Ill., lived in the
Towers residence halls and carried
a IS-credit course load at BSU duro
in~ the fall semester.
•People are very' friendly here.

has a small-town attitude thatl like," Brossia said, is "Industry. There's
provide the best reason to stay.
saidBrossia. ~'Irellllywanttocome
much less industry here, and a lot
"Students in Idaho seem a little
.back;andpossiblyevenmovehere.'.'
more emphasis on water issues and more preppy than in Ohio, butactuBrossia, a senior majoring in en. the environment."
aUy, Idahoans are more laid·back,-,
vironmentalhealth,attendedBowlThe environment in the North- and friendlier,"
Brossia said.
ing Green State UQiversity before
west seems to be the primary' at- "They're also more independent."
choosing BSU in the exchange pro- traction for students from very difFor more information about the
gram. The most obvious difference
ferent geographic areas, but once NSE program,call the StudentAcbetween life in Idaho and in Ohio, they arrive, it is the people that tivities Office at 385-1223.
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It's a little more intimate here, more
casual," said Graeber. "I also love
.the.way that people in Idaho enjoy
the outdoors, and au of things you
can do here - rafting, hiking, skiing. The mountains are great. So
muchbetter,"shesaidemphatically,
"than nothing but com."
Her education at BSU has been
satisfying as well, and the contrast
in student po~ulation between the
two schools (lliinois State has an
enrollment of well over 20,(00)
made a difference for Graeber.
"This campus is smaller than Illi-:
nois State, of course, so the professors have a little more time to ~nd
with students. They're very Willing
to work with you," she said.
Graeber had been out West before
and was impressed enough to come
back for a longer stay.
"I'd recommend it to anyone,"
. Graeber said. "I wish I could have
known how much I would enjoy it,
because I would enjoy it, because I
would have applied to stay longer."
Chris Brossia ofGenoa, Ohio, expressed similar sentiments. "Boise
IS bigger than my hometown, but it

.
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MIDNIGHT MADNESS

. :;

THE 1ST ANNUAL
SUB-ATHLETIC TRIATHALON

cfataJ"rlP-j,tlal(aU'! 26th, cftarlel(t «1(101( 8cf«

•

1'.·59/JlK-3..00 aM

()I(I/J
opel( to 8cf« ctarlel(tc
IV ,
Teams of two competing In exciting events for f~bulous prizes

HUMAN BOWLING
WHAM-O GOLF

TRICYCLE RACE
WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
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GRAND PRIZE
Weekend for two in McCall

. fll!.S. other fabulous prizes ·from these sponsors:

RED RqBIN, BRUNDAGE MOUNTAIN, HOTEL McCALL,
;':'. .: . ~ .~~~lr."rJj,l''\Jr;.\Q~x,:;~,-;~~~~,~,,;,,;:c::;iN
LARDO GRILL AND JOE'S ALL AMERICAN GRILL
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FREE:
. VIDEO GAMES. POOL.. BOWLING, & SUNDAE BAR
Must be sponsored by a recognized student club and organization.
(10) TEN AMERICAN DOLLARS (2) TWO PERSON TEAMS

Register at the SUB $l-Admission
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NO GIMMICKS-EXTRA
INCOME NOWI
ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800
every
week-Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084, Orlando, FL
32868.
MAVERIK-AII shifts available.
Contact Kathy or Jean.
344-6131.
Looking for a fraternity, so\.'-rarlty or student organization
that would like to earn $500$1000 for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be
organized and hard working.
Call Cynthia or Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
Christmas,
Spring break,
Summer TRAVEL FREE. Air
Couriers needed and cruiseship
lobs. Call 1-805-682-7555 ext.
1=-1434.
ASSEMBLER I earn as much
as $980.00 weekly working part/
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone can
do. Call amazing recorded
message 1-212-978-3440 24
:_~rs.
Read Books for pay-$45,OOO
per Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 nrs.
1-212-978-3835.
AMUSEMENT PARKS,
Holiday Resorts, Disneyland,
6 Flags, are hiring. Great fun
"!1ind get paid tool Reserve position by calling 1-805-682-7555
ext. K-1364.
National marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage
on-campus promotions for
top companies this school
year.
Flexible hours with
,-4}arnlngs
potential
to
. $2.500.00per semester. Must
be organized. hard working
and money motivated. Call
Lena at (800) 592-2121. ext.

SCHOLARSHIPS,
FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS, ED'S SERVICES BOX3006 BOSTON, MA
02130
wantto Im/Wve yourmMI
~?
offersacomprehensive preparation course
fortheMarch 16thGMATtest.
Save $40.00 by registering
before Febuary 1st. Ca1l3854092 tor Information.

as

WANTED
A reserve parking permit In the
Administration Building parking
lot or the "SOC" parking by the
Math/Geology Building. Please
call 362-1856 eves.
Wedding
photography
doesn't need to be expensive! We offer quality.professlonal wedding coverage at
prices the students can afford. Call us at Sundance
Photo to find how we can fill
your photographic
needs:
343-14160r378-4577. Usethe
money you'll save with usand
have a nicer honeymoonl
BOISE BOOK FARM
5600 HILLROAD
We specialize in hardback
books you can affordforterm
papers. gifts. personal readIng. etc. Browsing hours 9-3.
Monday-Saturday with bUYing by appointment.
3450451
Best Fundralser On-Campus!
Is your fraternity. sorority or
club Interested In earning
$500.00to $l.CXXJ.oo
for a one
week. on-campus marketing
project? You must be well
organized and hard WOrking..
Call lena at (800) 592-2121
ext. 115.
'

115.
NOW HIRING
The academic cidvising centerfor student/ahtletes iscurrentlydccepting applications
for tutors. The positions that
} ~re
,being filled Include
mathmatlcs. biolqgy. edu-:
, cation. englneerlng.·physics.
chemistry.
statistics. accounting. and english. If~
are interested please call
.llW or stop by the pavilion.
entrance #3 and ask for Frec
Goode or Don Pavel. Times
are flexible and the pay Is
very good. '

PM

,

PM

g

PM

BVS PIC\::·VP (MEET I,)
PARt:lolG
L.O' D 01' OL1;)
MAl.l., BEH,ol\l TI-\~ t'IH\lS
01' Sr-l"'t\C.<;

PMIL'ON)

INTRoouc:~ol!'l
R~"'Altl< S,
HE"'RT~ I-\AolO~HI\l:~>,
8Uo.)>: ASS,c,"NlENTS

G,eoup I-\OvlL
•
OINN\;I2: !=R,.. 'l=S il.llEA~r.
HARt> QOL1.S

q PM
'0

PM

LEC.TURE:

"W'I'IPWO'f'\DQ,IOI"

oPE,,) MI~E POE,RI{ V<Ll.ltlG

1'2. PlM LI (,\{IS O\lT (~"ORING
IS Eo.JCOUlI.f'<'(o)

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

II "' ....
NOON
\:10 PM

2.·.~oP'"
3:30PM
t;:)OPM
9PM

collegiate crosswort!
234

5

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$SOOOmore!

This program works!
No investment needed.
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

can

WE NEED
SELF~MOTIVATED
STUDENTS.

EARN UP TO $10IHR.
Repossessed cars for lease or
forsale. Special finanCing,for
students. Any credit history
OK Competitive prices. Call
for free details. 1-800-4484429.
OK, here's the scoop: I must
sell my vehicle. It's a 1980
Sunblrd with 74.CXXloriginal
miles and only .one dentpassenger side door-but it
stili looks fine and runs well.
I'm selling itforthe exact some '
price I paid In December to
have a brand newstarterand
Firestone battery Installed:
$350.00. That'sit. Asls. Period.
Call 322-3642 and. leave a
message for Cliff; I YllIl call you
back.

NO GIMMICKS ~
EXTRA INCOME NOW1~
ENVELOPE STUFANG-$600$800~
FreeDeIaiIs: SASE10 "
,'
Broob II\tInIItIOnII, Inc. ,

P.O. 8aIC 6806lI5"

(0

QrIando,

A. 32868

week-

Market credit canis on campus.
Aexible hours.
Only 10 positions available.

,
Gall Now
1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20

(9 Edward Jul ius

ACROSS
1 Jack of nursery

rhyme
6 Food with lox
11 River adjacent to
Rutgers College
13 Branch of the
mil itary
15 Mouthlike opening
16 City in Texas
17 Sweet potato
.
18 Whirled around on
one foot
20 Wire measure
21 Actor John 23 Cabs
24 German port
25 Paint substance
27 mother
2B Small brown birds
29 Capital of Iran
31 Part of the body
32 No one specified
(abbr. )
33 Movie sci-fi
thriller
34 section, in
math
36 Defeat soundly'
39 South Pacific
kingdom

10 Permi ss i ve
11: Kingly
,
12 From Carson City
41 Sample TV show
13 Morning. in
43 Burl Marseilles
44 VP Aaron, and
14 Disposes of
family
19 Draft animals
46 Emperor or pianist
22 Puts up a picture
47 Tennis call
again
48 Attacks
24 Soviet government
50 Was victorious
26 City In Ohio
51 Chicago newspaper
28 Young animal
53 Following closely
30 Mythical bird
behind
31 -'Guevara
55 Certain Asians
33 Desires, as for
56 Bitter conflicts
knOWledge
57 Hinder
34 wagon
58 Passover di nner
35 Former'
36
Angry
DOWN
37 Shad-li ke fi sh
1 Fonner Italian'
38 Profession of
president
TV's "Quincy"
2 Man or monkey
39 Slopes ..
3 Hilly region of
40 Backless slippers
Morocco
42 Ice device
4 "Take from me" 44 Mistake
5 Unspoken. but
45 Data, for ,short
understood
48 Trull1let attachment
6."in Arms"
49 '·Your majesty"
7 Like the Gobi
52 Unit of computer
8 Actor Gerard
information
9 Foes
54 Jar part

40 "L'etat,

-"

"

c'est
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.Aloveoffr~mcomesup
, LEO (July 23-.6LIg.22). Yoo . transit, despite a little extra
against possessiveness early In
have a aoweled sched.de, but don't nervoosness and several
the week. Everyone gets thetr
gettoo intense, because lXanus
sched.de changes. Relax and .
fi~esalittlewong
- an extra
and MerCUYEregoingtotunyOU"
realize that this is a spedal time
ZeKO heKeand theKe. Mercuy
carefully laid plans upside dow'l.
fa" everyone, especially yoo.
~ng
Jupiter causes us to
There's a cha'lce fa" acaderrie
Let life reveal its OMI pt.rpOse
thinkthroo~aSCJ'toffish-eye
jX'ogessMondayandTuesday.
ratherth~'ngtofa"ceYOU"
lens. M Mes moon on Moni:iayis kJf. plenty of CfJestions.We<tlesplan to co etion. With a little
qJitea peppy stErt, but do avoid
day ISatopsy-tuvy time as the
bendngin
woo, yooll
iirpJlsive action. Mercuy
routine becomes the unusualsuvive to continue yoor drecconjoins Ltanus on We<tlesday
electrical appliances rristlt act up
tion. Rather contentioos
andthis electrical overload coold
and detail W<rk.wll get tanged.
vilrations on Fridily call fa" a
definitely aeate a p<lWeKS\l'ge.
Friday has a strong sodal vilration;
peaceful negotiation. Take the
Yoo have anotheKsoap opera some of the new a~aintances yoo vJlole day off Satll'day and just
situation on Thll'sday, wth the
make a-e CfJiteexciting people. It's dream, dift and refresh yOU"
emotionally intense opposition of
best to play it safe in physical
. rrind and spirit.
the moon and Pluto. On Satll'day activities this week - stay off
AQUARIUS (Jan.2O-Feb.
Mercury conjoins drea~ Nepmota"cydes, fa" exalT1'le. Satll'18). Attractive frien~ ere a
tune, putting those vJlo depend
day is fa" medtation, and Sunday
geat p1eastl'eMondayand
uponlogc into a hopeless mJdcle; fa" rest.
Tuesday. Yoo have a tooch of
the rest of us may tell tall tales.
V If~GO (IlLIg. 23-Sept. 22).
insormia this week.;those
Stayhome next Sunday and enjoy How lUcky fa" yoo that the waCt..y
waking hOU'sshoold be spent
the cozy CanCeKmoon.
relationship of MerCll'Y (yOU'ruler)
wiling a poem a"recadn9
ARIES (Mcrch 21-/lp'i119).
to lXanus and Neptunethis week
dreams and c:rignal thoog'lts fa"
It's going to be a bit confusing this wll be dancing about in yOU"
posterity. On We<tlesday a
week - teachers are gving out
creative secta". This means yoo'll
situation from the past wll retLm
some rrisinfa"mation. Don't visit·
have a chance to express yourself
in the fa"m of a phone call a"
Vvithadrrinistrata"s unless yoo
in c:rignal ways (use good judgment) news -let yOU'intuition rule
absolutelyhave to. They are well- and to use hulOO'as a special tool in yOU"reactions. You're uniCfJely
meaning,but y0011be sent on a
co~tions
and personal relation- suited to deal wth all the tricks
Vvildgoose chase and tied up in
shi~. Yoo're targeted for a
that U'anus plays now. Don't
red tape. Keep yw: sense of
Wlirlwnd romancewth someoneof
argue wth authcrity figures on
hulOO'handy, especially We<i'les- a very dfferent backgoond but Wio. Thtrsday a" Friday. A surpise
day and k.eepcareful track of
seems to be the soolrnate yoo have romantic interest app-oaches
possessions. Dates and times
been waiting fa" all yoor life. 'Nhen
yoo between Friday and next
are hard to coaeinate, so be
the Neptune fog dears next week.,
SUnday.
patient wth those vJlo are late.
y0011be a little bit eifferent.
PISCES (Feb. 19-Mcrch
Friday finds yoo restless, but it's
US RA (Sept.23-oct. 23).
20). Friends and fellow merrbers
best no to travel. You have a
YOU"home is the site of dsruptions
of a"ganizatia1s are the main
tendency to Ireak things vJlile
during the week, but by the weeI<focus this week.. In social
Ma's is in Gerrini - a good
end an understandng can be
doings, don't be surprised if
excuse not to do the eishes.
reached among hoosemates and
yoo're the victim of a practical
TAURUS (¥I20-May 20).
neistlba's that wll create a special
Jokea" volley of sharp remarks.
Givethat irrposslble relationship a and lasting bond. If yoo can't avoid This is actually a cOrrPiment to
little rest! You won't find studies
co~titia1, join in wth good
yoor outstandng influence, so
dlli this week. With all sorts of
spa1smanship Monday and
don't get yw: feelings hurt. Y00
contradictay vilrations in yOU'
Tuesday, vJlen the rn<>a'\ in Mes
get a.s.rprise visi~or call from 'r
histlered!ca~~ _s~or, it's a-' .
suPJXf\s yOll'·opponent. Wedr!es- -old friends Wedr!esday. Help .~
fascinating time in law, hiStory and day is zany - y001' have
yOll' lover~th studes on
engneering. Monday and
inteKuptionsif yoo try to study at
Thursday. There's a Iroohaha at
Tuesday are fa" getting extra rest. home. OnTh..rsday a romancefrom home Fnday fa Wiich yoo may
Don't speak up too boldy on
the past returns; it coold be
be the best medator ..On
We<t1esday,a" yoo rristlt be
errbarassing, but remain poised
Saturday, yoo can repair
errbarassed by yOll' cmn erra"s.
and all wll be well. Friday ISstrong
rrisunderstancings, cement yOU'
Thlrsday, the day belongs to yoo. fa" academc all'titions - don't be
social status, and get yoor point
The maintenance of possessions
shy'wth professas. Call yOU"mom across in meetings. Take the
i~favoredon Friday. Saturdayis
on Satll'day.
lead all weekend.
the best day fa" meeting someone
SCORPIO (Oct. 24- Nov..21).
new, because there wll be
Infa"mation comes from unusual
exciting conversations. Stay
SOlrces this week. Transits
home next Sunday.
throostl yOU"hoose of commmicaGEMINI (May 21-Jllle 21).
tions a-e teaching yoo a lot about
Secrets come out, mysteKiesa-e
loosening up, and letting the world
solved, and the one vJlo changed I::ringits message to yoo in its cmn
yOU"life a coople of yea's ago is
way. A little tiff wth yOU"lover on
recalled. In the course ~f yOU"
Monday a" Tuesday ~Id ~I yOU"
routine r~ch,
yoo mstlt make mood, but don't take It too senamazing dscoverles. Monday
oosly. Expect the unexpected
andTuesdaya-esodal, vJlile
We<tlesday, especially from
We<t1esdayand Thll'sday a-e
corrc:>uteKS,
telephones and mail.
most re'Ncl'eingif Spentblried in
The Tall'Us moonThlI'sday is the
books. The moon enters yOU"sign time to realize that yOU"possesa1 Friday, and the extra boost to
sivet;less '!lay be eKoonga.l0ve
the Iilrcry,!X'obabIy on Satll'day
relationship. F\J1lla"S fly thIS
rncming. A!X'orrismgrelationship weekend Relaxandletthewald
Vvitha SCa-pioreCfJireskid goves. entertain yoo.
Yoo're very attractive, but be
SAGilTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec.
subtle in yOll'
21). There a-e new events on the
oach. Have a
few speaal friends over next
job scene, and !X'obabIyat yOU"
Sunday. .
place of residence as well. PossesCANCER (June 22-JuIy22)..
sions may be in sistlt one rrinute,
Adrrirers a-e speaking up. but yoo gone the next: Those of yoo vJlo
ITlJstttink befa"e being dr~ Into a-e a"~zed have the best chance
~ndromances.
YOU"deIicate ofgettlngthroo1.'thi~~'s
.
love nature isn't cut out for
baTage of electrical V1!:rations
games,andtheKemaybe ~
w~out drQWingyOU"wallet a
involved, thoostl no ha-m IS
lOSIngyOU"watch. Monda~and
meant. Getto dass on time
Tuesday a-e fun, and poss~y
MondayandTuesday and don't
rommtic. TheKe'san ACfJmM yoo .
frcmn at assigunents; even
can't get off your rrind, so Vvf:'Ynot
thoostl they're heavy. On
ask for a date? We<tl~YIS th~
Thursday a friend intrOdJcesyoo time to be extra areful Withmatenal
to someone yoonger, vJlo,
,obj~s. Ql Thll's?aY and Friday,
p'ol'l1>t1yfalls in love wth ,/00.
avad 8"gumentsWitharoom~e
Friday is fa" q.ietty watching; wa1< vJlo takes oot pent.-upagg,esson
maybe retll'ned wth valuable, of
on 'fjoo. Study at home d.ring the
no painful, COlMlents. The power
weekend
,
of a lover is strong on Satll'day,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22but the moon in'Cancer on SUnday Jan. 19). yOU'strength of pt.rpOse
gves yoo the edge.
wll get yoo tlY:oostlthe MerClJ'Y

YlS9(
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The Ask BJ column will
begin again next issue,
Jan. 28, 1991. Be sure to
send in your letters for
advice by Wednesday
Jan. 23.
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Faculty cont'dfrom Front

I don't think a university deserves
cussion on how you balance re- its name unless it devotes most of
searehand ~hing. SomeCC?lIeges, its en~rgy to teaching. I m~e ~at..
such as Business, are required by clear m my State ~J'-'beUnlVefSlty
their accreditation to produ~e a .., ad~s!"
-_.' '-.
ce~n amount and-qualitY of pubKeiser also denied that the new
"liShable research,and the teaching policy and emphasis at BSU was
loads havebeen adjusted to account responsibleforthedenialofpromofor that
tion to any faculty member.
, "ButIcertainlywould
deny that it
"Those types of decisions are made
has come at the expense of sm- at the departmental level," said
dents."
/'
•
Keiser. "I merely sign into effect
Keiser also denied that classes at whatever the recommendations
BSU are taught by graduate sm- from the department or school may
dents.nor would he allow such a be:'
.situation to develop. '
Keiser also noted the plethora of
.. ' "Unless we can come up with a professors at BSU who excel at
better arrangement than I've seen both research and teaching.
elsewhere, heavy use of graduate
A study by the Carnegie Foundaassistants will not be allowed," said tion conducted last year seems to
Keiser. "At places like Stanford,
reflectandsupportthefearsofBSU
many faCulty don't teach at all. And faculty critical
,. of the new policy. 53
It,

I

percent of the 10,000 professors
MaclU~$.:AReporto1iEdiicational harsh in their criticism ()ffaculty
surveyed said the press~,to:pub-'~'
'PractfcesGone WrongandOurBest .Who focus almost entirely on relish researchreduces' me quality of Hopes for Setting Them Right ,search.
At the University ofMinneteaching at their university.' 62 specifically lambasts the type of sola, students almost never come
percent of the faculty said teaching. pay system that BSU is instituting.
into, contact with professors, and
should be the primary concern for
"When faculty members teach some "cante-secuon" introductory~
the promotion of faculty., .
less, there is a financial conselevel classes are "taught" with a
Several articles in educational
quence," said Cheney. "Because
series of videotaped lectures. Other:
' journals and a University News in- more people must be hired to teach, students complain' about the unterview with National Endowment
the costs of education escalate-and
availability
of upper-division
for the Humanities' chair Lynne V. so does tuition:',
classes needed to graduate.
Cheney also seem to bear out the
"It is not surprising tha~some facAt the University ofIdaho faculty
faculty concerns.
ulty would want to teach what inter- members critical ofIdaho's ernpha-.
"It is pretty clear that the expecta- ests them professionally," contin·' sis on research at the expense of
tions placed on teachers discouruedCheney. "Butthatisnotnecesteaching were given a standing ovaages them from spending time with sarily what undergraduates need to tion in the faculty senate after they
students and the classroom," said learn;",
openly criticized the results of
Cheney. "The push is on to use
Several recent articles in The Idaho's policy.
"
graduate teachers, and the result is ChronicleofHigherEducation also
A 1988 survey foundthat fewer
increasingly poorly educated un- support the dissident BSU faculty.
than half of undergraduates at redergraduates,"
,At
many large universities, ac- search institutions are satisfied by
Cheney's 1989 report, Tyranical cording to the articles, students are their contact with professors.
'

ACLU seeks end to commencement prayers
l3Y L~

Purviance

The University News
Despite the major uproar it might
cause, the BSU chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union is
" ,initiating a battle to prevent an offi~.,.. cial prayer at the May commencement exercises.
Initially the ACLU will campaign
by sending letters and petitions requesting the change to BSU President John Keiser.
If that doesn't work legal action
may be in the works, according to
chapter spokesman Bret Bantz.
The ACLU is not aware of any
stance Keiser may have taken, eitner tor or against, on the public
prayer issue.
Bantz said one member is sending
an individual letter, but Bantz is
drafting another that will be signed
by the rest of the organization.
"We are currently drafting a letter
that 'says it is inappropriate to use
"a:.r public schools topromotereligion,"

said Bantz. "We are pointing out by far more altruistic motives.
that there are Christians and non"I think the Constitution is a fairly
Christians who are offended by important doctrine," said Bantz.
prayer and religious promotion."
"The First Amendment clearly says
The University of Idaho last year there will be no religious establishchanged its traditional commencement, I think it is presumptuous to
ment prayer in response to ACLU be able to decide what other people
pressure and the threat of a lawsuit.
should believe, and it is also unU of I President Elisabeth Zinser
constitutional."
consulted with the faculty council,
Bantz argued that the ACLU is far
and the tradition was abolished.
more "pro-religious" than is porThe U ofI student senate last week trayed by common stereotypes of
passed a resolution in favor of the group.
Zinser's anti-prayer stance.
"I strongly encourage peoRle to
"If there is a prayer, there may be go to church," said Bantz. 'I am
some legal action," said Bantz. "We personally pro-religion. But whenwill have to look at what Keiser's
ever the state endorses any religion,
decision will be."
it sets up a state religion that is
"They had to deal with similar
detrimental toanyonewho disagrees
concerns at Idaho, and it's pretty with that religion."
clear what the precedents are all the
Bantz also lashed out at modernway to the Supreme Court. It's a day religious fundamentalists, saypretty well-established principle."
ing in reality that the ACLU is probBantz denied common perceptions
ably one of their best friends.
that the ACLU seeks to remove
.,,"~ you look at the history of reli-'
religion from public life, insisting
gion; fundamentalists
have been
that the organization is motivated
more concerned and object more

Love vetoes student lobby bill
By Usa Krepel

The Universlty News
,~

ASBSU President Eric Love prevented BSU's joining the Idaho
Student Lobby earlier this month.
Love vetoed senate bill 17, which
approved the ISL constitution and
allocated the required dues of 25
cents per full time student
"Although Iagree with the concept
of the Idaho Student Lobby, and I
'7'"P was instrumental in initiating the
legislation to join, I have vetoed
Senate Bill #17 for the following
reasons:
1. BSU was unable to have a vote
in the selection of the officers and
the lobbyist of ISL.
2. For the amount of money BSU
will pay to bea member, we should
have been able to better represent
our students.
:,';/ft' 3. I was advised to veto the bill
until the Executive Branch isable to
discuss ISL with the Senate and reevaluate our investment in ISL;
Mterspeaking
with the Senate
leadership, I will be Willing to sign
the bill or participate in ISL as non;

voting members," LOve stated in a
memo explaining his veto.
At Tuesday's senate caucus meeting Sen. Gretchen Warthen moved
to override Love's veto. The motion failed by a vote of 5 to 7.
"We weren't sure about the reasons Eric had vetoed it, so we didn't
override it We weren't sure if a

ney general, was elected ISL Treasurer.
"The treasurer has been withdrawn
so that we can have some say in the
election, but I don't think anyone
else' is interesting in running,"
Costello said.
Costello said she did not know if
the executive director position
would be up for election.
"This week we will consider the
~t 'Iuestfay's senate caucus
bill again and I think we will pass it.
meeting Sen. qretefien 'Wartlien
ISL is waiting for BSU's input now
ttUnJeti to overriIfe Love's veto. ' "and it's still early in the session,"
Love said.
Costello also predicted the senate
lobbyist had been chosen. All the would vote to join ISL.
'
time ISL had been rushed and we
"I hope we will. It all depends on
wanted to make sure we were how well questions are answered,"
spending the money well," saidEve
Costello said.
Costello, ASBSU Senator and cosponsor of the ISLmembership bill.
Suzanne Gore
Costello questioned the amount
and her three
of input BSU had in electing ISL
year-old
officers. David Pena. former ASm
daughter Lo~n
student body president and third
wereumted
year law student, was elected' exa$ainst the war
ecutive director. Dennis Charney,
m the Persian
also a third year law student and
Gulf.
appointed by Pena as' ASUI attar·
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often to public prayer more often
There are far more interesting isthan other groups," said Bantz.
sues that the ACLU has recently "
"They have often found prayer to be taken a stand on, and that have
more objectionable than the non- prompted some malicious phone
religious."
calls as a result, said Bantz. While
Bantz said that many groups are the group has not taken a position
loud in theirsupportofpublicprayer
on the war in the Persian Gulf, it has
until they fall under the receivmg
denounced the way it was deliberend of unfavorable government
ated prior to hostilities.
policies.
"We take the position that the
"Defending the Constitution of- Constitution clearly says that war
ten gets people mad at you, because
must be declared by an act of Conthe people who get mad at you can gress," said Bantz.
never conceive of themselves as
The ACLU is sponsoring a series
being victimized by those same ' of panel diSCUSSIOnsthis semester
policies," said Bantz. "They can't
The first will be , on censorship in ,
conceive of needing a group like the Idaho Feb. 13 in the Hemingway
ACLU,"
Center,

